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Emissions of methane and carbon dioxide gases from organic soils contribute to the
global carbon cycle and may influence climate change. Revealing where these gases
accumulate in the subsurface of saturated peat soils is a critical step towards
understanding carbon cycling through peatlands. This dissertation presents field and
laboratory geophysical investigations of free-phase gas contained within peatlands.

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) was used to estimate the vertical distribution of freephase gas (FPG) in sites within the Glacial Lake Agassiz Peatland, MN. Bog-crest
landforms were characterized by vertical variability in FPG and accumulations up to 24%
FPG within the intervals 2-4 m deep. Lawn sites show lower volumes up to 12% FPG
and a more even vertical gas distribution. These results demonstrate that spatial
distribution of FPG varies vertically in the peat of Glacial Lake Agassiz peatlands
depending on landform type.
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A second study was designed to elucidate spatial variability in FPG two-dimensionally
along a transect crossing a bog crest, mid-slope lawn, and fen peat landforms. Variability
in gas content and distribution was observed using GPR as a function of peat landform
type. Estimated gas content up to 25% was observed in landforms dominated by woody
surface vegetation. In the lawn, estimated gas content was > 15%, while estimated gas
contents between 0% - 7% were found in the fen. Changes in gas content of up to 20%
were observed over a transition between a stand of 10 m tall trees and a fen. These results
support conceptual models based on accumulation and storage of FPG.

Models relating geophysical measurements to pore water content limit the accuracy of
FPG estimates. To improve these models, the dielectric properties of peat samples were
measured in response to changes in water content. Dielectric permittivity was measured
using GPR at water contents between 0.87 and 0.95 m3 m-3 on four samples with
varying levels of humification. The resulting relationships indicate that there are
differences in the permittivity-water content relationships between peat samples.
Behavior of parameters in the dielectric mixing model indicates that variability in
dielectric relationships may be attributed to peat structure.
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1. Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Background and overview
Wetlands classified as peatlands are thick accumulations of organic soil that occur in
poorly drained depressions or on flat terrain.

Peat soil can be formed through the

decomposition and accumulation of almost any organic material such as bryophytes,
sedges and woody debris. Boreal peatlands in the Northern United States and Canada are
dominated by Spagnum sp. though sedges, ericaceous vegetation and trees are also
commonly observed. The surface vegetation composition often leads to “patterned”
landforms such as forests, laws, ridges and flarks [Glaser 1992a]. Peatlands form in
many places worldwide, however those occurring within the boreal latitudes are notably
extensive and occupy approximately 2-3% of the surface of the Earth’s surface [Clymo et
al., 1998]. The geochemical conditions in the peat pore water support microorganisms
that generate methane and carbon dioxide – often considered the most important
greenhouse gasses. In the context of global warming, methane has a warming potential
about 25 times greater than carbon dioxide [Forster et al., 2007] and is highly efficient at
trapping heat. In general, peatlands may contribute 5-10% of the total global methane
flux [Gorham, 1991], though the precision of this estimate is uncertain.

Episodic emission of gas from peatlands is recognized as an important, though poorly
quantified pathway for methane to enter the atmosphere [Glaser et al., 2004].
Understanding the spatial distribution of free-phase gas stored in the subsurface is
important to estimate how the gas is released to the atmosphere by ebullition, diffusion
and transport through plants [Whalen, 2005]. Non-invasive geophysical methods are well
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suited to study subsurface gas accumulations as the instruments typically cause minimal
disturbance to the gas during the investigation. Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) has been
recently utilized in a variety of characterization and time lapse monitoring studies [e.g.
Comas et al., 2007; Strack and Mierau 2010].

This dissertation specifically investigates the free-phase gas content of boreal peatlands
and the distribution of this gas in the subsurface. While several discrete hypotheses have
been tested throughout the work, the overarching thesis is that gas is distributed nonuniformly in the subsurface of boreal peatlands and patterns exist between large-scale
peat landforms and subsurface gas content.

To support this thesis, data was gathered largely from the Glacial Lake Agassiz Peatland
complex, a large peatland in Minnesota, USA that is thought to be representative of large,
extensive peatlands found throughout the USA, Canada, Russia, the UK and Scandinavia.
The initial investigations of contrasting peat landforms in different areas of the large
peatland complex provided a basis for the detailed of a transect crossing several adjacent
peat landforms in Sturgeon River Bog. Then, after extensive use of existing models for
estimating gas content from geophysical measurements, it was deemed appropriate to
focus a study on developing new models specifically using ground-penetrating radar to
improve the accuracy and of future gas content estimates.
1.2. Research objectives
The objectives of this research fall into three broad categories and several specific topics:
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1. Determine that gas content is distributed non-uniformly throughout the peat
column as a function of peat landform type.
a. Use ground-penetrating radar to estimate gas content at lawn and bog-crest
landforms in the Glacial Lake Agassiz peatland;
b. Implement an interval velocity model for common midpoint datasets
based on the Dix equation [Dix, 1955] to observe changes in physical
properties as a function of peat depth;
c. Apply uncertainty estimation principals [e.g. Jacob and Hermance, 2004]
to improve understanding about the accuracy of the geophysical
measurements.
2. Observe spatial variability in subsurface gas content laterally and vertically
beneath various peat landform types.
a. Identify variability in the vertical distribution of free-phase gas between
several adjacent peat landforms, including defining the thickness of layers
with elevated gas content;
b. Investigate transitions in gas content concentration between different peat
landforms;
c. Elucidate patterns of lateral and vertical variability in free-phase gas
distribution at a large scale;
d. Obtain higher resolution vertical data than previously possible by using
multiple ground-penetrating radar frequencies and a combined velocity
model approach;
e. Sample free-phase gas from >2 m below the surface.
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3. Refine models used to relate physical properties of peat with volumetric water
content (i.e. gas content).
a. Develop a method for controlling water content in peat samples that
minimizes disturbance to gas bubbles in place, simulating bubble
expansion/compression resulting from atmospheric pressure changes that
would occur naturally;
b. Calibrate GPR measurements of relative dielectric permittivity for nearsaturation water content in peat;
c. Test models of relative dielectric permittivity versus water content
optimized for high saturation levels expected in natural conditions when
observing with biogenic gas below the water table.
1.3. General findings
Using geophysical measurements and limited ground-truth observations in the field at the
Glacial Lake Agassiz Peatland, MN complex and in Sturgeon River Bog, MN, variations
in gas content estimated to be from 0% - 25% were observed across several peat
landforms. Key differences were observed between ombrotrophic lawn and bog (most
gas trapped in the subsurface) landforms and mineratrophic fens (least gas trapped in the
subsurface).

In some instances, spatially extensive woody layers were observed in

ground-penetrating radar data and extracted cores that may be at least partially
responsible for trapping free-phase gas bubbles.

A two-dimensional image developed

from numerous one-dimensional datasets acquired at Sturgeon River Bog provides
detailed information about how gas is distributed among various landforms and
particularly how volumetric gas content transitions from high levels >20% by volume to
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very low levels <4% by volume across changes in vegetation communities about 100 m
long. Laboratory investigations on peat samples from Minnesota, Maine and New Jersey
with contrasting properties revealed that gas content estimates with an estimated
precision <1% by volume are attainable using site-specific calibrated models relating
dielectric properties to pore water content. Detailed specific findings and interpretations
can be found within each related dissertation chapter that follows.

Appendices are included that present research closely aligned with peatlands topics and
environmental geophysics but fall outside the focused scope of this dissertation. One
peripheral study investigates floating vegetation mats on the margins of thermokarst lakes
in the Alaska tundra. This investigations uses ground-penetrating radar to estimate peat
thickness and gas content of the floating mat, along with time lapse remote sensing
observations to track changes in mat size over the past 50 years. A second appendix
details a project to determine the dielectric contribution of small roots to bulk physical
properties of soil, similar to the water content vs. permittivity relationship. A final
appendix presents a comparison between high-resolution ground-penetrating radar and
high-density probe measurements in a small peatland aimed at understanding the
uncertainties in peat basin volume estimates. Improvements on these measurements are
critical to refining estimates of carbon stocks contained in peat soils.
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2. Chapter 2: Variations in free-phase gases in peat landforms determined by
ground-penetrating radar1
Abstract
The spatial variability of biogenic gas produced by methanogenic archea within
saturated peat soils is difficult to assess and is often poorly quantified. This study uses
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) to non-invasively estimate the vertical distribution of
biogenic free-phase gas in two distinct peat landform types in the Glacial Lake Agassiz
Peatland (GLAP), Minnesota: a near-crest bog and a mid-slope lawn (i.e. both as defined
by surface vegetation communities). Ground-penetrating radar velocities retrieved from
common midpoint surveys were modeled using the Complex Refractive Index Model
(CRIM) to estimate free-phase gas volumes along one-dimensional vertical profiles.
Near-crest bog landforms are characterized by vertical variability in gas content with
accumulations along the peat column up to 24% by volume of free-phase gas (FPG)
localized within the deep peat (e.g. 2-4 m depth). Mid-slope lawn sites show lower total
volumes (up to 12% free-phase gas) and less variability that result in a more even freephase gas distribution throughout the vertical profile. High-resolution data also suggests
the presence of thinner layers (< 1 m) containing up to 40% free-phase gas at a nearcrest site. Our results suggest that spatial distribution of free-phase gas along the peat
column may vary in the Glacial Lake Agassiz peatlands depending on peat landform.
Statistical analysis supports vertical variability of ground-penetrating radar velocity data
with a 95% confidence limit. Our results could potentially be up-scaled using surface
1

This chapter is published as: A. D. Parsekian, L. Slater, X. Comas, and P. H. Glaser (2010), Variations in

free-phase gases in peat landforms determined by ground-penetrating radar, J. Geophys. Res., 115, G02002,
doi:10.1029/2009JG001086.
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vegetation communities to estimate landscape scale gas storage potential in peat
landforms.

2.1. Introduction
Boreal peatlands occupy approximately 2-3% of the surface of the Earth [Clymo et al.,
1998] and may contribute 5-10% of the total global methane flux [Gorham, 1991]. Gases
generated by microorganisms may be trapped in the peat matrix as bubbles that can affect
the soil hydrology [Baird and Gaffney, 1995] and have biogeochemical implications
[Strack et al., 2005]. Previous studies in the Glacial Lake Agassiz Peatlands (GLAP) of
northern Minnesota have suggested the presence of overpressurized pore waters
attributed to extensive free-phase gas (FPG) accumulation at depths around 2-3 m (within
a 4 m column) related to spatially extensive woody layers or structurally competent peat
fabric within the peat column [Rosenberry et al., 2003; Glaser et al., 2004].

For

example, Rosenberry et al. [2003] identified an overpressured zone at approximately 2 m
below ground associated with the presence of gas entrapment. Glaser et al. [2004]
observed the vertical and horizontal deformation of the peat surface in response to freephase gas accumulations thought to be trapped beneath confining layers. In order to better
understand free-phase gas distribution and estimate carbon gas storage in peatlands in a
time efficient manner, further studies are needed to resolve: 1) how free-phase gas
confinement within the vertical peat column may vary with depth and 2) how the physical
properties of soils of different peat landforms may determine differences in free-phase
gas entrapment.
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Given the uncertainty in the distribution and quantification of free-phase gas volumes in
shallow (< 1 m) and deep (> 1 m) peat [Coulthard et al., 2009], we conducted a study to
measure its vertical distribution in landforms with varying ecohydrological attributes and
vegetation patterns in the Glacial Lake Agassiz peatlands. Working at a scale of major
peatland landforms (e.g. bog crest, lawn), we report here observations that can be used to
place the specifically defined patterned units of peat into the broader context of the
regional peat complex and the global carbon cycle.

Ground-penetrating radar methods are commonly used in peatlands for sedimentary and
stratigraphic studies [e.g. Warner et al., 1990; Theimer et al., 1994; Jol and Smith, 1995];
to supplement hydrological studies [Slater and Reeve, 2002; Slater and Comas, 2008],
and to assist in

ecological studies (e.g. evolution of surface vegetation patterns,

[Kettridge et al., 2008]).

Ground-penetrating radar has been also used to improve

understanding of gas dynamics: 1) at the laboratory scale through high-resolution
investigation of peat blocks exhumed from peatlands [Comas and Slater, 2007]; and 2) at
the field scale, through time-lapse measurements to detect changes in free-phase gas
content integrated along the one-dimensional (1-d) vertical peat column and estimate
seasonal changes in average free-phase gas production for the peat profile [Comas et al.,
2005; Comas et al., 2008].

In order to confirm the presence of free-phase gas in the catotelm (deep anoxic peat
layer) and test the hypothesis of free-phase gas vertical variability within the peat
column, we collected an array of ground-penetrating radar datasets and compared
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findings with limited ground truth data. The resulting high-quality ground-penetrating
radar datasets confirm previous conceptual models proposed by others at the Glacial Lake
Agassiz peatlands by providing compelling evidence that extensive free-phase gas
accumulation with depth is associated with certain peat landforms and surface vegetation
patterning.

Figure 2.1 An aerial photograph (a) of the region to the north and west of Upper Red Lake where
the ground-penetrating radar surveys were completed. The mid-slope lawn (b) is characterized by
sparse cover of sedges and continuous mat of Sphagnum. The near-crest bog site (c) has higher
cover of sedges, scattered trees, and continuous mat of Sphagnum. Note the taller trees along the
bog crest in the background.

2.2. Study Site
The peatlands that comprise the study site, to the North and East of Upper Red Lake,
Minnesota, have been extensively studied for over 30 years. A regional view of the raised
bog peat complex to the north and east of Red Lake is shown in Figure 2.1(a) is based on
previous studies of the Glacial Lake Agassiz peatland complex [Glaser et al., 1981]. An
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advantage to conducting this study at the Glacial Lake Agassiz peatlands is the wealth of
historic data to enhance our interpretation of the results. Extensive geochemical [e.g.
Siegel and Glaser, 1987], ecological [e.g. Glaser, 1992a], hydrological [e.g. Romanowicz
et al., 1993], peat deformation [e.g. Glaser et al., 2004] and other data provides a
framework for our research.

Locations of our study sites are included on Figure 2.1(a): 1) two sites near the forested
crest characterized by spruce forest, the presence of Carex trisperma and Vaccinium vitisidaea, and lack of fen indicator species; and 2) two sites on mid-slope lawns farther
downslope from the crest, characterized by distance away from dense spruce forest, the
presence of Carex oligosperma and the lack of fen indicator species [Glaser, 1992b].
Representative photographs of the two different locations highlighting vegetation
communities are presented in Figures 2.1(b) and 2.1(c). Figure 2.1(b) shows the
Sphagnum sp. surface of the Red Lake IV lawn site, which is also vegetated by sedges
and occasional shrubs. Small trees, up to 2 m tall, which are characteristic of the bog
crest are visible in Figure 1(c) surrounded by low sedges and sporadic shrubs. Trees
reach heights up to 10 m further upslope on the crest of the bog, beyond the horizon of
the photo in Figure 2.1(c). In an effort to directly characterize the subsurface, we
examined available previously collected core data and did limited probing with the
sampler during the subsurface gas extraction.

A dense wood layer was observed

approximately 1.8 m deep in a continuous core collected near the Red Lake II study site
(Glaser, unpublished data). A simplified description of this core is presented along with
the associated geophysical dataset later in this paper. Probing after ground-penetrating
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radar data collection revealed the presence of a dense layer between 1.6 m – 1.8 m at the
Sturgeon River study site.

2.3. Methods and experimental field design
Ground-penetrating radar is a proven tool for subsurface investigations ideally suited for
media with low electrical conductivity [Davis and Annan, 1989; Neal, 2004]. A typical
Ground-penetrating radar system is composed of: 1) a transmitting antenna that generates
an electromagnetic (EM) pulse; 2) a receiving antenna to detect the returned signal; 3) a
control unit that coordinates the transmitter and receiver; and 4) a computer that records
and displays the data. When collecting data, the radar wave is generated by the
transmitter and travels into the ground where it is reflected towards the receiver on the
surface.

Water content has been identified as the primary driver causing reflections of

the radar signal [Warner et al., 1990; Theimer et al., 1994; van Dam and Schlager, 2000],
and therefore changes in the bulk water content of a soil may be readily detected. The
speed of electromagnetic radar waves is sensitive to changes in water content, so
variations in saturation of the pore matrix (i.e. related to free-phase gas content) result in
changes in electromagnetic wave velocity [e.g. Davis and Annan, 1989; Huisman et al.,
2003]. Successful applications of ground-penetrating radar surveys for estimating spatial
and temporal variability in water content are widely reported [e.g. Greaves et al., 1996;
Huisman et al., 2001; Lunt et al., 2005].

All ground-penetrating radar datasets were collected over a period of three days during
July 2008 using a Malå RAMAC system equipped with unshielded 100 MHz antennas.
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The spacing between traces in all profiles was 0.1 m, and each trace was stacked 128
times to ensure a strong returned signal and minimize background noise. The sampling
time window was 325 ns for all profiles, being adequate to capture the peat-mineral soil
contact at each site (typically between 180 ns – 280 ns).

Figure 2.2 Common midpoint datasets are collected by moving the transmitter and receiver apart
at a regular interval (a). At our study sites, the signal is reflected off of internal variations in
water content and the mineral soil interface. The resulting radargram (b) contains linear response
from the regular move-out of the antennas on the surface, and hyperbolic reflectors. As the
antennae are separated, the travel time to the midpoint gets progressively longer resulting in
hyperbolic shape. The size of the hyperbola is used to calculate velocity of the signal.

Every effort was made to minimize vegetation disturbance during data collection,
although due to the remote location of the sites, platform structures could not be erected.
Two sets of ground-penetrating radar measurements were acquired at each location: 1)
common-offset profile to investigate stratigraphy; and 2) common midpoint (CMP)
profile to calculate vertical variations in radar wave velocity down to basal reflector.
Common-offset surveys are conducted with the transmitter and receiver at a fixed
separation (e.g. 1 m for 100 MHz antennas used here) over the distance of the line. In
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common midpoint surveying, the antennas are progressively spread apart from a center
point (see details below). Common midpoint gathers at each location were centered on
the middle of the corresponding common-offset profile. Figure 2.2(a) shows a schematic
of a typical peat profile with the common midpoint collection schematic superimposed.
The transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) are incrementally separated from the center point
at a regular interval (e.g. 0.1 m in our case). The radar wave is assumed to reflect at the
same midpoint with depth as the antennas are moved farther apart for every trace
increment along the profile. Such single reflection point assumes a one-dimensional
structure with laterally continuous horizontal layered stratigraphy.

Figure 2.2(b)

exemplifies the resulting radargram of a typical common midpoint survey with some
returns of interest highlighted. The first wave to arrive (air wave, as shown in both Figure
2.2(a) and 2.2(b)) is the pulse from the transmitter to the receiver through the air just
above the ground surface at 0.3 m ns-1. The second signal is the ground wave (Figure
2.2(a) and 2.2(b)), which travels directly between the transmitter and receiver through the
shallow ground (acrotelm in our case) at about 0.04 m ns-1. The remaining hyperbolic
signals depicted in Figure 2.2(b) represent the radar wave emitted from the transmitter
and reflected from interfaces associated with variations in the dielectric permittivity of
the peat within the catotelm (most likely driven by moisture content variations [Warner et
al., 1990]), and returned to the receiver at root mean square (RMS) velocities between
~0.035 m ns-1 to ~0.045 m ns-1. The latest reflection event is the radar wave reflected
from the peat-mineral soil interface (and confirmed by coring [Glaser, 1992a]) at a
velocity of about 0.04 m ns-1. Below this interface, the radar signal is excessively
attenuated by a clayey gravel substrate [Glaser et al., 1997]. Internal changes in radar
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wave velocity within the peat soil column can be determined by analyzing the curvature
of the hyperbolae on the radargram, and are interpreted as changes in moisture content
due to vertically variable gas content (e.g. zones of high gas content should result in high
radar wave velocity).

The steps used to process the common midpoint profiles were limited to: 1) a time-zero
correction to account for the delay between triggering and recording; 2) a “dewow” filter
with a time window of 10 ns to remove low frequency noise; and 3) a linear gain to
amplify the returned signal (e.g. gain value of 1.5 db m-1, and exponent of 1.2 db m-1).
The steps used to process the common-offset profiles were identical to the common
midpoint datasets, except a diffraction stack migration was also applied based on the onedimensional velocity model developed from the corresponding common midpoint survey.
We migrated the common-offset profiles in order to remove point diffraction patterns
from the data and simplify the radargram.

Common midpoint velocity analysis was first addressed by identifying the most likely
true reflectors through semblance analysis [e.g. Greaves et al., 1996; Huisman et al.,
2003]. Semblance analysis is a normalized correlation between the traces of the common
midpoint dataset that identifies reflectors exhibiting a clear hyperbolic shape based on
numerous trial velocities [Greaves et al., 1996]. The amplitude at each time is plotted
versus velocity and contoured to create a spectrum of possible velocities where velocities
that are more likely to be a better fit are highlighted. Because semblance analysis results
in an estimated range of two-way travel times and velocities, we only used it as a guide to
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identify the reflectors that were later hand-picked.

We picked the arrival time for the

first positive lobe of each reflected wavelet in the profile corresponding to each reflector
identified assisted with the semblance [following Comas et al., 2007]. These arrivals
were fitted with a hyperbola to estimate root-mean squared velocity (v) from surface
down to reflector using a linear regression routine.

Interval velocities (vi,n) were then estimated from the Dix relation [Dix, 1955],

(2.1)
where t is the two-way travel time and subscript n refers to the reflector number in the
sequence of reflectors identified from the semblance analysis. It has been noted that the
Dix relation is sensitive to noise in the velocity analysis and will result in a negative
numerator within the square root if adjacent layers have excessively high velocity
contrast [Greaves et al., 1996].

For the purposes of this study, an example of an

excessively high velocity contrast would have been a gas-filled void space directly above
or below a zone with no gas content. Although vertical variability in velocity was
observed in all our common midpoint datasets, the change between reflectors we picked
was always appropriate to effectively apply the Dix relation.

Uncertainty in the depths to reflectors and radar velocities was assessed by calculating
the standard deviations of the model parameters (v and depth) for each picked hyperbola.
These parameters and standard deviations were obtained from linear regression of the
squared two way travel time (t2) versus the squared transmitter-receiver separation (x2).
The 95% confidence limits were determined using Student’s t-test, following a procedure
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detailed by Jacob and Hermance [2004].

These 95% confidence limits were then

applied to the velocity and the two-way travel time values using standard statistics [e.g.
Draper and Smith, 1981]. Finally, these confidence limits were converted to interval
confidence limits by propagation of errors through the Dix relation [e.g. Draper and
Smith, 1981]. While it is understood that the common midpoint surveys are simply
vertical one-dimensional models and do not account for lateral heterogeneities, we
consider them as representative of the study sites. Though some small-scale variability is
observed in the common offset profiles (possibly related to hummock/hollow vegetation
patterning along the profile), the generally homogeneous nature of the subsurface as
shown in the common-offset surveys (Figure 2.3(a)3, 2.3(b)3, 2.4(a)3 and 2.4(b)3)
supports our assumption.

A common issue to consider during ground-penetrating radar surveying is spatial
resolution of the measurements. The vertical resolution is generally considered equal to
one-quarter of the wavelength (λ) and it is often assumed that it is not possible to resolve
vertical variations narrower than this size in the subsurface. Using 100 MHz antennas and
an average velocity of ~0.04 m ns-1 the vertical resolution is approximately 0.1 m. The
horizontal spatial resolution of this method is largely dependent on the spacing between
each individual common midpoint gather, where the closer the spacing the higher the
horizontal resolution. Although not attempted in our current study, laterally “continuous”
multiple-offset ground-penetrating radar methods have been employed by Greaves et al.
[1996] and Gerhards et al. [2008] for example. There is the potential to apply these
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methods to gas studies in peatlands, although multi-channel instrumentation required to
collect such datasets would be cumbersome in remote peatlands.

Limited subsurface gas sampling was attempted using a prototype sampler which
functions by establishing an unbroken column of water from the deep peat pore water to
a collection chamber that has been evacuated of ambient air above the peat surface. Gas
samples at depth displace this column of water and are collected at the surface. Gas
samples collected after completion of the ground-penetrating radar surveys were analyzed
to determine the methane fraction (analysis by method of Chanton et al. [1992]).

2.4. Petrophysical Model
We applied the Complex Refractive Index Model (CRIM) as a way to estimate gas
content from the variations in interval radar wave velocity [e.g. Greaves et al., 1996;
Huisman et al., 2003; West et al., 2003; Comas and Slater, 2007] as follows:

(2.2)
where εr(a), εr(w) and εr(s) are the relative dielectric permittivity of gas (=1), water
(temperature dependant) and the soil particles respectively, θ is the volumetric water
content, n represents porosity and α accounts for the orientation of the electromagnetic
field to the subsurface particle arrangement (previous studies have assumed α =0.35 for
peat [e.g. Kellner et al., 2004; Comas et al., 2008]). While it is understood that the
Complex Refractive Index Model does not account for the geometric distribution of the
mixture constituents, or interactions between them, it is a widely accepted method to
retrieve reasonable estimates of gas/water contents from ground-penetrating radar
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velocity measurements [Greaves et al., 1996; Comas et al., 2007]. In applying the
Complex Refractive Index Model to estimate gas content we accounted for variability in
εr(w) due to differences in temperature between the top (12.5º C) and bottom (4.5º C) of
the peat column based on data previously collected at the Red Lake II study site during
the summer season of 1998.

Mckenzie et al. [2007] showed vertical temperature

variation from over a 4 m depth profile with intervals deeper than 2.5 m showing little
variation throughout 1998-1999, suggesting that the lower layers of peat have consistent
temperature conditions. Detailed estimates of vertical variations in porosity are not
available from the study sites. We first assume a constant vertical porosity of 90%, being
a representative average of previously published values as listed in Table 2.1. As we
understand porosity is most likely the greatest source of uncertainty in our approach, we
discuss the implications of this assumption later in the paper by assessing the sensitivity
of free-phase gas profiles to likely ranges of vertical porosity variation.
Table 2.1 Total porosity estimations for several field-collected peat samples.

Another element of uncertainty in the Complex Refractive Index Model (one that cannot
be resolved with field measurements) is the value of α exponent. In order to help
constrain an appropriate value of α, we calculated water content for the full range of
possible α values (i.e. -1 to +1) using Complex Refractive Index Model for a sample
where laboratory measured water content was available. Comas and Slater [2007]
measured the bulk dielectric permittivity of a 0.21 m by 0.32 m by 0.31 m peat sample
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using a 1.2 GHz ground-penetrating radar antenna, and then subsequently measured
water content in three subsamples extracted from the block through drying and weighing.

Figure 2.3 Analysis of the effect of the α-exponent on the result of the Complex Refractive Index
Model.

We took the data from Comas and Slater [2007] and modeled them with the Complex
Refractive Index Model over the range of α (Figure 2.3). In this study all other
parameters of the Complex Refractive Index Model are constrained by measurements.
Clearly, the choice of α is critical to making quantitative estimates of free-phase gas from
the Complex Refractive Index Model. The laboratory measured water content is
represented by crosses in Figure 2.3 and shows that Complex Refractive Index Model
estimates based on α = 0.35, as used in previous studies [e.g. Kellner et al., 2004; Comas
et al., 2008], appear reasonable. We therefore apply this value here, while recognizing the
need for laboratory work to better constrain α in peat soils.

2.5. Results and Interpretations
2.5.1. Ground-penetrating radar Data at Mid-slope Lawn Locations
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Ground-penetrating radar data from the lawn sites are presented in Figure 2.4. A common
midpoint (Figures 2.4(a)1 and 2.4(b)1), semblance plot (Figures 2.4(a)2 and 2.4(b)2), and
common offset plot (Figures 2.4(a)3 and 2.4(b)3) are shown for both lawn sites. Vertical
scales (e.g. y-axis) are expressed as both two-way travel time (ns) and depth calculated
from the interval velocity models previously discussed. All common midpoint
radargrams in Figure 2.4 show: 1) the linear air wave and the ground wave; 2) reflections
from the peat-mineral soil interface, and 3) reflections arising from the peat stratigraphy.
The deepest reflectors identified at both mid-slope lawn sites through common-offset
measurements are at 190 ns, or 3.7 m – 4.0 m, as shown on Figure 2.4(a)3 and 2.4(b)3.
These are interpreted as the peat-mineral soil interface, which corresponds to the deep
reflector recorded along the same two-way travel time on the common midpoint
radargrams. The hyperbolic reflectors identified in the common midpoint radargrams and
interpreted as internal peat stratigraphy (Figure 2.4(a)1 and 2.4(b)1) are also visible in the
corresponding common-offsets as laterally continuous horizontal reflectors between 40
ns and 180 ns. Radar facies are here characterized by moderately continuous parallel
reflectors. The semblance plots (Figures 2.4(a)2 and 2.4(b)2) indicate the most likely
velocities to fit the reflection hyperbolae at the corresponding travel times. The velocity
used for each reflector are indicated by diamonds, though the values indicated on these
semblance plots are not representative of actual conditions until they are expressed in
terms of intervals using the Dix relation (eq. 2.1). The most probable velocities are
indicated by darker colors on the plots. The highest velocities from the semblance plots in
both lawn sites (Figures 2.4(a)2 and 2.4(b)2) show a consistent velocity constrained
between 0.039 – 0.042 m ns-1.
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Figure 2.4 Radargrams and semblance plots for the Red Lake IV (a) and Red Lake II (b) midslope lawn study sites. A semblance plot (a2 and b2) was developed from each common midpoint
dataset (a1 and b1) during the data processing phase which shows the areas of high semblance in
estimated velocity as darker shades. Common-offset profiling data (a3 and b3) is shown with a
depth axis calculated from the common midpoint velocity data. Ground-truth core data for Red
Lake II is shown beside the common offset radargram. The grey areas in the middle of the core
represent woody peat, the hatched area at the bottom is the mineral soil. The depth scale for the
core is equal to the depth scale on the common-offset radargram. Black triangle indicates depth
that a woody layer was encountered and a gas sample was collected.

2.5.2. Ground-penetrating radar Data at Near-Crest Bog Locations
The common midpoint radargrams collected at the two near-crest bog sites (Figure
2.5(a)1 and 2.5(b)1) are somewhat similar to the lawn site datasets, showing a contrasting
deep reflector (at 4 m depth in Figure 2.5(a) and 5.5 m depth in Figure 2.5(b)) overlain by
several reflectors above it. Near-crest common midpoint radargrams (Figure 2.5(a)1 and
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2.5(b)1) show reflectors characterized by a continuous hyperbolic shape that were used to
develop one-dimensional velocity models. Discontinuous hyperbolic reflectors are also
observed, but are not included within the velocity models because confidence intervals
would only be comparable between reflectors of similar continuity. The peat-mineral soil
is here interpreted at 210 ns to 290 ns, or 4.0 m – 6 m, as shown in Figure 2.5(a)3 and
2.5(b)3, and therefore deeper when compared to the lawn sites. Sturgeon River (Figure
2.5(b)) notably shows a thicker peat, approximately 2 m deeper than Red Lake IV. In
contrast to the lawn sites, the common offset profiles from the bog datasets show radar
facies that appear to be moderately continuous and chaotic. In this case the bog sites are
deeper peat and had more continuous reflectors so additional hyperbolae could be
identified as indicated by the diamonds on the semblance plots. Based on the darker areas
of high semblance, our model for the bog sites shows velocities between 0.039 m ns-1 –
0.043 m ns-1 at both Red Lake IV and Sturgeon River with middle layers indicating
higher velocity values than the top layers.
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Figure 2.5 Radargrams and semblance plots for the Red Lake IV (a) and Sturgeon River (b) nearcrest bog study sites. A semblance plot (a2 and b2) was developed from each common midpoint
dataset (a1 and b1) during the data processing phase which shows the areas of high semblance in
estimated velocity as darker shades. Common-offset profiling data (a3 and b3) is shown with a
depth axis calculated from the common midpoint velocity data. Black triangles indicate depths
that woody layers were encountered and gas samples were collected.

2.5.3. Velocity Models
The one-dimensional radar wave velocity models developed from the corresponding
common midpoint datasets at both mid slope lawn and near bog crest locations are
presented in Figure 2.6. The velocity models for the lawn sites, Figure 2.6(a) and 2.6(b),
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show little variability in velocity with depth, indicating that free-phase contents are more
vertically homogeneous as compared to the near-crest sites. The top interval (1-1.5 m)
for both models shows slightly lower velocity (by only about 0.002 m ns-1) which is
confirmed by the velocity of the direct ground wave which is also ~0.04 m ns-1 in both
locations. This represents <5% difference between the velocity of the top interval and
underlying intervals. Additionally, as suggested by the 95% confidence limits for the
lower intervals, there is no statistical difference in the velocities calculated for the midslope lawn sites.
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Figure 2.6 One-dimensional models showing velocity in m ns-1 on the x-axis and depth in m on
the y-axis. Error bars are present for each velocity interval (horizontal error bars) and each
horizontal reflector (vertical error bars). The bottom of each one-dimensional model indicates the
top of the mineral soil interface (i.e. velocity is not calculated for the mineral soil substrate). The
black lines indicate model result while the grey bars parallel to the black lines show the modeling
with higher and lower porosity estimates.

In contrast to lawn sites, the velocity models for the near-crest sites, Figure 2.6(c) and
2.6(d), show significant vertical variability in the one-dimensional velocity structure.
Given that the effect of changes in porosity are considered in the following section, the
increase in velocity in the first three intervals suggests decreased water content (i.e.
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elevated gas content) within the peat at depth. Similar to the lawn sites, the velocity of the
top layer at the near-crest bog sites is very close to ~0.04 m ns-1, confirmed by the
velocity of the direct ground wave. As shown in Figure 2.6(c), at Red Lake IV, the radar
wave velocity increases from 0.039 m ns-1 in the top interval to 0.047 m ns-1 (more than
20%) in the 2.3 m – 3.75 m range. At Sturgeon River, the radar wave velocity increases
from 0.04 m ns-1 in the top interval to 0.05 m ns-1 (more than 24%) in the 2.2 m – 3.75 m
range (Figure 2.6(d)). For these one-dimensional velocity models, the 95% confidence
levels indicate that the differences in the modeled radar wave velocity with depth are
statistically significant.

2.5.4. Gas Content Estimates
The estimates of gas content for each vertical interval of the peat are shown in Figure 2.6.
We have assumed a constant porosity but included variations in temperature available
from the site. This temperature component accounts for ± 1% in the final gas content
estimates. We understand that changes in porosity will affect our estimates, and although
porosity data from the site is not available, we next include some modifications to our
estimates by assuming vertical variations in porosity common for peat soil sediments
elsewhere (see Table 2.1). Figure 2.7 shows a comparison for both a mid-slope lawn and
near-crest bog site in which the constant porosity model is presented beside a modified
version of the model in which the porosity varies with depth. The solid center line in each
figure represents a constant porosity of 90% and the flanking grey lines to the left and
right represent constant porosity of 88% and 92% respectively, shown for comparison
purposes. As shown in the figure, changes up to 4% in porosity show little variation in
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free-phase gas distribution along the peat column for both lawn sites (Figure 2.7(a) and
2.7(b)) and crest sites (Figure 2.7(c) and 2.7(d)).

Figure 2.7 A comparison between models with constant vertical porosity and realistic variations
in porosity that would be expected with greater humification of the peat at depth. The model in
(a) is reproduced from Figure 5(a). Using porosity values that increase with depth in (b), only
small variations compared to the constant porosity model are observed. Again, part (c) is
reproduced from Figure 5(c). Using porosity values that increase with depth in (d), almost no
variation from the constant porosity model is observed.

The resulting average of 69.5% methane (n= 6, range= 65% - 75%) was used to estimate
total methane content (%) from the Complex Refractive Index Model estimated freephase gas content as shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 for each site. The average value is
higher than previous estimates of methane content in subsurface gas in Minnesota
peatlands [i.e. Williams and Crawford, 1984], however we consider our estimates as
reliable since gas samples were collected directly from the subsurface soon after
completion of our ground-penetrating radar surveys rather than diffused to the surface
(perhaps subject to oxidation in the acrotelm) or from exhumed peat samples in the
laboratory. Estimated total gas volume in the upper interval (Figure 2.4) is similar
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throughout all peat landforms, averaging 6.5%. However, the maximum estimated total
gas volume in the deeper intervals of the near-crest bog sites (Figures 2.6(c) and 2.6(d),
deeper than 2.2 m) is approximately 87% greater (up to 24% total gas content) than the
maximum gas content intervals at similar depth (i.e. 2.2 m – 3.75 m) in the mid-slope
lawn locations (Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b)).

2.6. Discussion
2.6.1. Ground-penetrating radar data quality
The high data quality in our common midpoint datasets (Figure 2.4) demonstrates that the
ombrotrophic organic soils (low electrical conductivity, typically less than 200 µs cm-1
[Comas and Slater, 2009]) found in northern peatlands are ideally suited for performing
multi-offset ground-penetrating radar estimation of one-dimensional velocity distribution.
The good penetration of radar waves is visible in the larger antenna separations where the
two-way travel time is significantly longer than at zero-offset and even deep reflectors
persist throughout the entire lateral extent of the radargram. Another feature of the peat
soils promoting the application of this technique is the remarkably horizontal and parallel
stratigraphy. In the Glacial Lake Agassiz peatlands, the elevation of the peat surface
changes less than 0.2 m per kilometer and the underlying glacio-lacustrine soil
topography is estimated to be similarly horizontal, making for an ideal “pancake” model
of the subsurface [Glaser 1992a; Glaser et al., 1997] that satisfies the requirement that
common mid point surveys be conducted where the subsurface dip angle is less than 15°
[e.g. Neal, 2004]. This important condition for the modeling can be applied here to all the
common offsets measured. The water and organic matter composition of the peat lends
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minimal vertical variability in radar velocity and little signal attenuation so that
reflections and velocity changes are almost exclusively driven by variations in water
content or, more specifically, free-phase gas content.

2.6.2. Reliability of interpretation in terms of free-phase gas content
There are multiple lines of evidence to suggest that the presence of free-phase gas within
the peat matrix is indeed responsible for driving changes in dielectric permittivity
observed in the 1-d velocity profiles developed from common midpoint datasets. First,
the proposed accumulation of free-phase gas at depth [i.e. Glaser et al., 2004] would be
expected to result in the higher-velocity zones seen in these datasets as radar waves travel
faster in gas than in saturated organic soil (vair= 0.3 m ns-1; vwater=0.03 m ns-1). Second,
the application of the Complex Refractive Index Model produces gas content estimates
that are consistent with other studies that have attempted to use techniques other than
ground-penetrating radar to estimate gas content in peatlands such as work by FechnerLevy and Hemmond [1996] 8 – 15%, Rosenberry et al. [2003] 9-13%, Baird et al. [2004]
4-15%, Strack et al. [2005] 5-15% and Tokida et al. [2005] 0-19% for example. Third,
unrealistic changes in the properties of the peat would otherwise have to be invoked to
explain the large velocity changes observed in our data. For example, the solid phase
fraction would have to be nearly tripled (e.g. reaching 25%) or the temperature would
have to increase by a factor of 20 (e.g. up to 80° C). Both conditions seem highly
improbable considering that: 1) core data show a relatively uniform vertical peat profile
(e.g. 85% – 95% with respect to bulk density and porosity (Table 2.1)), except for some
occasional wood layers that may reach 0.3-0.4 m in thickness, [Comas and Slater, 2009;
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Glaser pers. commun.], and 2) that we have corrected for known temperature effects in
the Complex Refractive Index Model. Lastly, probing at the center points of each
common midpoint survey location confirmed the presence of structurally competent
material and overpressured free-phase gas pockets at depths between 1.5 m – 2 m below
the surface at both near-crest bog sites (where high velocity zones are most developed).

2.6.3. Evidence for thin layers of high gas content
A notable feature of the near-crest bog semblance plots shown in Figures 2.5(a)2 and
2.5(b)2 are regions of high semblance at high velocities, around v = 0.047 m ns-1, and
between 150 ns and 200 ns travel time. These features are suggestive of intervals with
much higher gas contents, than we have modeled. These velocities were not incorporated
into our modeling because the Dix relation became invalid when incorporating picks
based on these velocities. Additionally, high semblance along these areas coincided with
less reliable, discontinuous reflectors in the common midpoint datasets that could not be
manually picked as confidently as the ones in our earlier model. Although we were
unable to directly integrate this data, we used 200 MHz datasets collected at the same
locations as one of our original 100 MHz profiles to increase vertical resolution. Figure
2.8 shows a common midpoint dataset along Red Lake IV using 200 MHz antennas. The
enhancement in resolution is evident in both 1) reflection continuity, e.g. reflector at 150
ns in Figure 2.5(a)1 fades at about 3m offset distance but appears much more continuous
in Figure 2.8(a); and 2) semblance plot, e.g. modeling of high semblance at about 0.0490.043 m ns-1 between 150-180 ns in Figure 2.5(a)2, is better constrained in Figure 2.8(b)
with high semblances for velocities between 0.048-0.046 m ns-1.

We obtained similar
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results for the other near-crest site (not shown here for brevity), but high-quality 200
MHz data was not available for all study sites.

Figure 2.8 200 Mhz frequency common midpoint radargram (a) for the Red Lake IV near-crest
bog study sites. A semblance plot (b) shows the areas of high semblance as darker shades. The 1d velocity model developed from this CMP (c) was used to estimate gas content (d).

Although we encounter similar limitations with the Dix relation when trying to model the
high velocity identified with the highest semblance in the 200 MHz dataset, we picked
the closest possible hyperbolic reflectors to develop the velocity model shown in Figure
2.8(c). As Figure 2.8(d) suggests, thin layers containing up to 40% free-phase gas
content may be present at deep intervals <0.8 m thick. Although we were not able to
incorporate these high velocity reflectors into our 100 MHz models (e.g. Figure 2.5),
such velocities are still inherently part of our 100 MHz velocity models since they are
effectively averaged into larger modeled intervals. Even though we are currently not able
to fully resolve such thin layers using the Dix relation, the overall trend in velocity
models for the crest sites is in sharp contrast to those at the lawn sites.

2.6.4. Uncertainty associated with porosity variation
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One element of the Complex Refractive Index Model that could not be completely
calibrated for this study was the porosity, which affects the final gas content estimates for
each layer. Peat samples were not available to determine total porosity for each depth
interval at each site, so instead, a uniform average value based on published data (Table
2.1) was applied to all gas models in Figure 2.6. We recognize that porosity generally
decreases slightly with depth due to increasing degree of humification [Letts et al., 2000].
However, recalculating velocity models by incorporating this estimated porosity
variability did not significantly alter the gas content profiles. As shown in Figure 2.7, the
vertical variability and total gas content estimates remain similar for both sites when
changes in porosity with depth are considered.

This exercise illustrates that the

conclusions regarding the vertical distribution of free-phase gas do not change for
reasonable over- and underestimation of the porosity estimates.

2.6.5. Implications and future work
The presence of high velocity zones at depth lends strong support for large volumes of
free-phase gas accumulated at localized depth intervals within this study area. Our data
supports the hypothesis that woody, competent layers may act as confining units, trapping
gas from moving upward to the surface as previously proposed by others [e.g Rosenberry
et al., 2003; Glaser et al., 2004]. Though the velocity models generated for the midslope lawn sites, Figure 2.6(a) and 2.6(b), show little variation in velocity and gas content
with increasing depth, they still reveal the presence of free-phase gas. Even though the
quantities are not as large or as variable compared with those found in the near-crest sites,
we show that the lawns also have the potential to harbor large volumes of carbon gas.
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Velocity models from formerly wooded near-crest bog sites (i.e. with subsurface wood
layers), Figure 2.6(c) and 2.6(d), show free-phase gas more than doubled at depths >2 m
compared to the near-surface peat. Competent woody strata were identified within the
peat and gas was collected after breaching these layers with a gas sampling device as
described earlier. Furthermore, in all cases, the top interval (e.g. first 1-1.5 m) along the
peat profile show slightly lower velocities that could be potentially associated to the lack
of confining layers as confirmed in all sites during direct sampling. Although we lack
direct evidence, this could enhance free-phase gas diffusion mechanisms as related to the
shallow parts of the peat column where entrapment of large volumes of free-phase gas is
limited compared to deeper parts.

Our findings have notable implications for understanding methane cycling in peatlands.
These results show that extensive free-phase gas accumulation occurs within the deep
peat at near bog-crest sites. Our ground-penetrating radar surveys defined the vertical
variability in gas content, with implications for improving estimates of large scale freephase gas content in the Glacial Lake Agassiz peatland complex and other northern
peatlands around the globe. Additionally, variations in gas content associated with
surface vegetation communities (i.e. peat landform type) have been observed,
encouraging future study of spatial variability of sub surface free-phase carbon gas.

Future work could expand our approach by using a time-lapse monitoring scheme [e.g.
Comas et al.¸ 2007; Comas et al., 2008] to assess interval velocities and free-phase gas
dynamics along the peat column over time. Time-lapse common midpoint datasets
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collected over a wider geographical area could enhance our understanding about how
trapped subsurface gas behaves temporally at different locations due to changes in
latitude/longitude.

Furthermore, ground-penetrating radar measurements could be

correlated with other environmental variables, such as atmospheric pressure data, to
confirm the relationship between rapid pressure drops and gas release to build upon the
work of Glaser et al. [2004] and Tokida et al. [2005]. Finally, the porosity used in the
Complex Refractive Index Model could also be better estimated through laboratory
analysis of peat samples to increase accuracy and confidence in current models of freephase gas content accumulation and release in different peat landforms.

2.7. Conclusions
Ground-penetrating radar was used to estimate the free-phase gas fraction as a function of
depth across several surface-vegetation types (e.g. bog crest vs. lawns) at the Glacial
Lake Agassiz Peatlands. The method shows several advantages as compared to previous
methods for gas content estimation in peatlands: 1) it is almost completely noninvasive,
with only the peatland surface being disturbed by the operator’s weight during data
collection; and 2) one-dimensional vertical distribution of free-phase gas can be rapidly
estimated, and shows promise for estimating three-dimensional distribution. We have
been able to quickly isolate specific intervals rich in free-phase gas within the peat
column in a noninvasive way confirming conceptual models proposed by others with
respect to confining layers and gas traps in woody peat at the Glacial Lake Agassiz
peatlands. Furthermore our results also demonstrate that gas volumes vary across
peatland surface-vegetation and peat types. Our ground-penetrating radar results indicate
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that the fraction of free-phase gas within the peat typically reaches about 12% by volume
along lawn sites, and up to 24% by volume along crest sites. We also present evidence to
support the presence of thin layers reaching up to 40% free-phase gas content at crest
sites. Finally, our results provide further evidence to support that peatlands may act as
very large storage pools of greenhouse gases. For these reasons the potential for
significant episodic losses of methane is large and as a consequence methane emissions
from boreal peatlands may be seriously underestimated by current estimates of the global
methane cycle [Baird et al., 2004].
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3. Chapter 3: Geophysical evidence for the lateral distribution of free-phase gas at
the peat basin scale in a large northern peatland1
Abstract
Northern peatlands contribute to the global carbon cycle by way of gas emissions in the
form of biogenic carbon dioxide and methane originating in the subsurface. Determining
how much gas is present and where it is trapped is essential to understanding the role of
northern peatlands on the global carbon cycle, particularly in regard to methane cycling.
In this study, spatial variability in free-phase gas content was estimated using groundpenetrating radar (GPR) along a 1.4 km transect crossing distinct peat landforms
including a bog crest, mid-slope lawn, and fen. Variations in gas content and distribution
were observed in landforms crossed by this transect. Estimated gas content up to 25% by
volume was observed in landforms dominated by woody surface vegetation. In areas of
the mid-slope lawn, the estimated gas content was greater than 15%, while estimated gas
contents between 0% - 7% were found in the fen. Changes in estimated gas content of up
to 20% were observed over distances of 100 m across a transition between a stand of 10
m tall trees and an adjacent fen. The mean of the estimated errors in gas content is 1.3%,
suggesting that these large changes in estimated gas content between landforms can be
clearly determined using geophysical methods. A geophysical image of the distribution of
free phase across this transect reveals evidence for gas storage in deep peat in intervals as
thin as 0.35 m. These data support conceptual models based on accumulation and storage
of free-phase gas in deep peat.

1

This chapter is published as: A. D. Parsekian, X. Comas, L. Slater, and P. H. Glaser (2011), Geophysical
evidence for the lateral distribution of free-phase gas at the peat basin scale in a large northern peatland, J.
Geophys. Res., 116, G03008, doi:10.1029/2010JG001543.
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3.1. Introduction
Northern peatlands may contribute 3-10% of the total global methane flux [e.g. Gorham,
1991; Frolking et al., 2006], even though they make up only 2-3% of the surface of the
Earth [Clymo et al., 1998]. Both carbon dioxide and methane are produced by microbial
activity in peatlands. When considering these gases in a global warming context, methane
has a global warming potential approximately 20 – 25 times larger that of carbon dioxide
[Forster et al., 2007] and is more efficient at trapping heat. Methanogenesis occurs
under anoxic conditions, and therefore water table position is a key control on gas
production and release in the near-surface peat [eg. Crill et al., 1988]. The presence of
biogenic free-phase gas in peat impacts peatland hydrology by altering the water table
and thus affecting aerobic processes in the acrotelm [Kellner et al., 2005]. The catotelm
zone of the peat column supports anoxic conditions, therefore enabling the production of
methane [Nilson and Ӧquist, 2009]. Hydrological investigations at the peat basin scale
have often identified regional groundwater fluctuations as having an integral role in gas
generation and release [Romanowicz et al., 1995]. Methane flux can vary by two orders
of magnitude during vertical changes in the water table <0.5 m [MacDonald et al., 1998]
with low production being associated with low water tables [Blodau 2002] and high
production related to high water tables or flooded surface and ponds [Bubier et al., 1995].

Surface vegetation patterns that are linked to subsurface peat quality contribute to
variable pore water chemistry that impacts the generation of methane [Segers, 1998].
Several studies investigating the control of surface vegetation patterns on free-phase gas
production suggest that forested peat landforms harbor more methane compared to non-
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forested areas [Yavitt et al., 1997] and that the type of plant community has an effect on
the level of organic material degradation, thus enhancing methanogenisis [Granberg et
al., 1997]. A specific example is work by Chanton et al. [2008] that indicates methane
production within the deeper peat is affected by the dominance of sedges on the surface.
Furthermore, the level of peat soil decomposition is considered to influence the dissolved
methane phase [Buttler et al., 1994] as soil derived from Carex peat has been found to
contain lower concentrations of both methane and carbon dioxide when compared to
Sphagnum derived peat [Nilsson and Bohlin, 1993]. Pore water chemistry also plays a
role in determining methane production because pH strongly influences respiration rates
of methanogens and the production pathway (either H2 or acetate) [Kotsyurbenko et al.,
2007].

Several conceptual models exist describing the distribution of free-phase gas in the
subsurface [e.g. Glaser et al., 2004; Coulthard et al., 2009], although many uncertainties
still remain.

For example, Coulthard et al., [2009] emphasize shallow subsurface

processes largely controlled by the movement of the water table and suggest a more
homogeneous distribution of gas throughout the upper 1 m of peat than in deep peat
along with a deep gas model where gas escapes regularly from the edges of confining
zones. The near surface portion of this model focuses on the availability of labile carbon,
the dependence of temperature on methanogenisis [e.g. Dunfield et al., 1993] and the
vertical movement of the water table [Beckwith and Baird, 2001] as key factors to
highlight the importance of gas in the upper layer of peat. The deep gas component
describes a system where bubbles accumulate below confining layers until a critical mass
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is released after which the gas escapes vertically around the edges of the confining layer
in the form of a cascade. Alternatively, the model posed by Glaser et al., [2004]
describes the presence of deep gas accumulations in overpressured pockets that are
vented to the surface by periodic breaching of the peat fabric at the center of the
confining zones during rapid changes in atmospheric pressure. Episodic ebullition events
originating >1 m below the peat surface would be difficult to detect with traditional
approaches such as flux chambers due to spatial and temporal heterogeneity. Therefore,
these gas emissions may represent a largely unquantified component of the carbon flux to
the atmosphere from peatland. This model was developed mainly for the large peatlands
of northern Minnesota that have spatially continuous, woody confining layers present
throughout [eg. Janssens et al., 1992], though it is relevant for at least some other
peatlands elsewhere in the world [e.g Comas et al., 2008].

Recent research illuminates the validity of these conceptual models. In the laboratory,
Kettridge and Binley [2008] used high resolution X-ray computed tomography to
investigate the distribution of gas in peat, observe non-randomly distributed individual
bubbles clustered vertically in an extracted core. Similarly, a heterogeneous distribution
and build/release of free-phase gas was observed in a 0.2 m x 0.2 m extracted block of
peat using electrical resistivity tomography [Slater et al., 2007].

Previous studies

investigating the spatial distribution of gas in peat at the field scale used direct sampling
[e.g. Dinel et al., 1988; Strack et al., 2008], hydrological methods [e.g. Romanowicz et
al., 1995; Rosenberry et al., 2003], surface deformation observations [Glaser et al., 2004]
and hydrogeophysical techniques [e.g. Comas et al., 2005a, Strack and Mireu, 2010].
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Though these studies have enhanced understanding of gas distribution in peat, they lack
information on the spatial continuity of gas content, and the vertical distribution of
specific zones of elevated free-phase gas accumulation is uncertain. Despite the variable
nature (in terms of methodology and scale) of investigations of free-phase gases in
peatlands, one common finding relates to the heterogeneous distribution of gas in the
subsurface. Past efforts to investigate methane in deep intervals of peat indicate
heterogeneity at the plot scale [Brown et al., 1989], and variability at the scale of both
surface microforms (up to 3.5 m below the surface) [Strack and Mieru, 2010] and large
scale landforms [Parsekian et al., 2010]. However, spatially limited datasets have
hindered a complete understanding about how free-phase gas is distributed within largescale peat landforms (i.e. across a fen-lawn-crest transect) and at the peat basin scale.
Additional research is needed to address such uncertainties to better understand how gas
is stored in peat, verify conceptual models and investigate how existing models could be
refined.

We conducted a semi-continuous peat basin scale study to improve the understanding of
the distribution of free-phase gas across several landforms in the Glacial Lake Agassiz
peatlands. This study was designed to improve our understanding of: 1) variability in the
vertical distribution of free-phase gas between several peat landforms on a transect,
including defining the thickness of layers with elevated gas content; 2) the transition of
gas content between certain peat landforms (i.e. fen vs. bog) and 3) patterns of lateral and
vertical variability in free-phase gas distribution at the peat-basin scale in a northern
peatland.

We collected an array of ground-penetrating radar (GPR) datasets and
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constrained measurements with limited stratigraphic ground-truthing and direct gas
sampling data. The survey design for this study is unique because of the relatively large
kilometer-scale aimed at addressing changes in gas content over a distance in twodimensions compared to previous work that focused on one-dimensional point
measurements observing only vertical changes in gas content. To our knowledge, this
study is the first attempt to image the two-dimensional distribution of free-phase gas
across a long transect that extends from a) the forested bog crest, b) across the sedgedominated lawn on its lower flanks, c) to a fen water track that trims the exterior margins
of the bog. We employ a new composite common midpoint GPR data collection and
processing routine that maximizes near-surface resolution and total signal penetration.
Our results reveal the presence of gas trapped in and below woody peat consistent with
the expected distribution based on existing conceptual models [Glaser et al., 2004].

3.2. Field Site
Sturgeon River Bog, Minnesota, is approximately 21 km east of Upper Red Lake and 50
km south of the boundary with Ontario Province, Canada. This ~75 km2 bog lies within
the regional context of the larger Glacial Lake Agassiz Peatland complex. The location
of our GPR transect was selected to maximize the number of peat landform types
sampled on a transect while minimizing the distance covered during manual equipment
transportation and data acquisition (Figure 3.1). Five sharp transitions between peat
landforms occur over a distance of approximately 1 km in this area crossing a bog crest,
mid-slope lawn and fen. In order to characterize the subsurface within each vegetation
community, we traversed 1.37 km from northeast to southwest and collected a set of
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common midpoint (CMP) gathers for gas content estimation every ~0.1 km.

The

locations of all CMPs are plotted on Figure 3.1 along with delineations of prominent
vegetation communities based on aerial photography and the location of peat cores.

Figure 3.1 Site location and layout of Sturgeon River Bog. The general surface vegetation
patterns were delineated from aerial photography. Gray circles represent locations of CMP
surveys (labeling limited for space) and thick black circles indicate core locations.

The east end of the transect begins in a dense spruce (Picea mariana) forest that covers
the crest of this large bog. The forest has an understory of low sedges and ericaceous
shrubs and a nearly continuous carpet of Sphagnum, which forms low hummocks (Carex
trisperma-Vaccinium vitis-idaea nodum of Glaser et al. [1981]; Glaser [1992]). To the
west the forested bog crest grades downslope into a non-forested Sphagnum lawn (sensu
Glaser et al. [1981]), which is dominated by stands of Carex oligosperma with scattered
low ericeaous shrubs, a few stunted Picea or Larix trees and a continuous mat of
Sphagnum. Farther west along the transect the lawn grades into another forested zone
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that forms a fringe along the downslope margin of the bog landform. The trees become
taller and denser within the interior of this Picea forest, which is bordered by a fringe of
smaller trees to the east and much taller trees up to 10 m high along its western edge,
which lines the exterior margin of the bog. Farther west the bog margin is trimmed by a
patterned water track that is dominated by stands of Carex lasiocarpa, C. limosa, and
Rhyncospora alba (sensu flark nodum in Glaser et al. [1981]; Glaser [1992]). The water
track is distinguished by the string and flark patterns characteristic of circumboreal
aapamoore and by streamlined tree islands.

3.3. Methods
3.3.1. Ground-penetrating radar
GPR is a commonly used instrument well suited for investigating subsurface stratigraphy
in low electrical conductivity environments [Davis and Annan, 1989; Neal, 2004]. During
operation, an electromagnetic wave travels into the ground from a transmitter on the
surface and is reflected back to the receiver due to changes in the electrical properties
(primarily dielectric permittivity) of the subsurface. A Malå GPR system was used for all
data collection over the course of three days in July 2009. An array of 100 MHz, 200
MHz and 400 MHz CMP GPR surveys were used on the transect extending from the
forested bog-crest to the fen. CMP surveys were used to determine the 1-d vertical
velocity structure of the peat at each of the 14 locations spaced approximately evenly
along the 1.37 km transect. To conduct these multiple-offset gathers, operators manually
moved the transmitter and receiver apart stepwise from a center point stepwise while
collecting data. Annotated examples of returned signals are highlighted in Figure 3.2. An
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interval of 0.1 m was used for a total separation of 10 m, 12 m and 15 m for the 400
MHz, 200 MHz and 100 MHz CMP datasets respectively. Each trace was stacked 16
times and a time window appropriate for each antenna frequency was used to capture all
viable signal returns from the deepest possible reflectors.

Figure 3.2 CMP surveys are conducted by separating the transmitter and receiver apart stepwise
(a). The signal is reflected off of internal variations in the peat and the latest reflection comes
from the top of the mineral soil. The dataset (b) contains a direct ground wave response from the
move-out of the antennas on the surface, and deeper hyperbolic shaped reflectors due to longer
travel time to the midpoint gets as the antennae are separated. The shape of the hyperbola is used
to calculate the signal velocity.

Further details on this data collection method are available in Greaves et al. [1996] and
Neal [2004]. A 100 MHz common offset GPR profile was collected along the entire
length of the transect to record a profile of the stratigraphy and peat depth. The total
length of this line was 1369 m with spacing between traces of 0.2 m, and 16 stacks to
enhance returned signal and minimize noise. The sampling time window was 470 ns to
capture the peat-mineral soil contact wherever signal penetration was adequate. In an
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effort to reduce the effect of microtopography in the common offset profile, the antennas
were carried along a level plane just above the tops of the hummocks as parallel as
possible to the water table.

GPR data were processed using a dewow filter to remove low frequency instrument noise
and a linear/exponential gain function to amplify late-time return signals. Additionally,
the zero-amplitude portion of each trace before the first arrival was removed to correct
the start time. A diffraction stack migration [Sandmeier, 2010] was performed for all
common offset datasets shorter than 100 m presented herein based on the 1-d velocity
structure determined using the CMP survey located closest to the respective segment of
common offset line. Migration helps to correct the slope of dipping reflectors and
reduces the effect of point-diffractions [Neal, 2004], though in this environment
dominated by horizontal strata, the main benefit is to collapse local, small diffraction
hyperbolae.

3.3.2. Composite velocity models
Data from all three GPR frequencies (100 MHz, 200 MHz and 400 MHz) were integrated
into one composite velocity model for each location along the line by picking the travel
time for selected reflectors on all three radargrams and from each site. The reflectors used
in our analysis were chosen based on horizontal continuity throughout each profile and
by using semblance analysis to assist in identifying hyperbolic signal patterns (semblance
plot graphics omitted for brevity). Semblance analysis is a statistical correlation between
the signals in the GPR traces used to specify the velocity from hyperbolic CMP
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reflections [Sandmeier, 2010]. The root mean square velocity of material above a
reflector is calculated from the slope of a least squares regression between squared
antenna separation (x2) and squared two-way travel time (t2). The Dix equation [Dix,
1955] is subsequently used to estimate interval velocities. A requirement when applying
the Dix equation was for the final interval velocity model to include only physically
plausible layers, with no intervals at a slower velocity than pure water. Water supports
the slowest electromagnetic wave velocities encountered in geologic materials at 0.032 m
ns-1 (at 4.8°C). An interval modeled at a slower velocity would be physically impossible,
though we did not observe any velocities below this minimum.

In order for maximum accuracy (particularly for shallow reflectors), data from the
highest available frequency (i.e. highest resolution) was used for each reflector. This
approach requires that a reflection can be identified in at least two different frequency
radargrams, and then only the higher frequency picks are utilized in the velocity analysis.
The overlying hyperbola of the lower frequency data is discarded. Therefore the interval
velocity model generated using the Dix relation is based on velocities determined with
the highest possible accuracy for each interval while still achieving a maximum
penetration depth. The theoretical resolution of the 100 MHz antenna frequency in
saturated peat soil is 0.08 m – 0.12 m for the velocity range between 0.032 m ns-1
(highest resolution) to the maximum observed of 0.049 m ns-1 (lowest resolution).
Maximum theoretical resolution is up to about 0.03 m for 400 MHz antennas and 0.04 m
when using the 200 MHz antennas, although the investigation depth was decreased by
about half (compared to 100 MHz antennas) when using the highest frequencies.
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3.3.3. Petrophysical Model
The Complex Refractive Index Model (CRIM) was used to estimate gas content from the
1-d radar velocity models [e.g. Husiman 2003; Comas et al., 2005b],
(3.1)
where εr(a), εr(w) and εr(s) are the relative dielectric permittivity of gas (εr(g)=1), water
(εr(w)=86 at 4.8° C) and the soil particles respectively (εr(s)=2.5, σ=0.37, n=7 measured
using dielectric spectroscopy), θ is the volumetric water content, n represents porosity.
Given time constraints, we were unable to perform a full temperature profile across the
entire transect, and we estimated permittivity of water for a reasonable peat temperature
of 4.8° C [Buchner et al., 1999] as estimated from other studies in the area [i.e. Mckenzie
et al., 2007]. The variable α parameter accounts for the orientation of the electromagnetic
field to the subsurface particle arrangement and was assumed equal to 0.35 for peat soil
[Kellner and Lundin, 2001; Comas et al., 2008], as recently validated by comparisons
with direct water content measurements detailed in Parsekian et al. [2010] from data
presented by Comas and Slater [2007]. Given the dependence of the model on porosity,
direct core samples were collected to investigate changes along the peat column as later
described, however we assumed water table was coincident with ground surface.
Although that was the case for some of the environments along our survey line (such as
the lawn or fen), other environments (such as the bog crest) had an estimated unsaturated
zone thickness of up to 0.2 m. An effort was made to avoid crossing large hummocks
during the CMP surveys, in order to consistently minimize the distance between the
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antennas and the water table. A sensitivity analysis and detailed presentation of the
uncertainties associated with this model is presented below.

3.3.4. Spatial interpolation
The data kriging was applied with an anisotropy constraint to account for the difference
in vertical scale (meters) and horizontal scale (hundreds of meters). The anisotropy
constraint was generated by fitting the model variogram generated using an automatic
modeling tool to the variogram generated by the data. The autofit tool generated an
anisotropy of 147 and an angle of 0°. Based on the lack of steeply dipping reflectors in
common-offset radargrams, we make the assumption that features in the subsurface are
generally horizontal (i.e. orientation and geometry of subsurface stratigraphy as later
discussed) and that gas is distributed preferentially horizontally throughout the peat. The
latter assumption is justified according to certain conceptual models in the area
suggesting that gas is trapped below horizontally continuous layers [Glaser et al., 2004].

3.3.5. Direct gas sampling
Following previous sampling devices as described by others [e.g. Dinel et al., 1988,
Tokida et al., 2005], a modified gas sampling device, first described in Parsekian et al.
[2010], was used to collect free-phase gas samples below competent layers of peat fabric
at deep intervals (<2.5 m). The apparatus, diagramed in Figure 3.3, consists of a 10 cm
diameter PVC tube with a valve at the top and reduction couplings to fit a 2 mm hose
connected to a syringe.
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Figure 3.3 Drawing of the sampling device used to collect free-phase gas from the peat matrix.

To collect a sample, the device is inserted into the peat to the desired depth with all
valves open to the atmosphere, typically directly above areas of expected gas
accumulation identified using GPR profiles, or probing. An example of such a layer can
be seen in Figure 3.4(a) between 300 – 400 m at 1.75 m below the surface. The sampler
down-tube remaining above the saturated zone is filled with water through the top valve,
which is then closed thereby creating an unbroken column of water between the sample
zone and the surface.

Advancing the sampler downwards into the peat through a

competent layer of the peat fabric, the tapered tip will enter the zone of high free-phase
gas content with the gas rising to displace the water at the top of the sampler over 0.1 min
– 2 min periods. Once the flow of gas subsides, a syringe is used to pull the sample out
of the reducer fittings on top of the sampler. We collected a total of 13 gas samples from
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5 locations, although only 11 of the samples were of sufficient volume (+20 ml) to be
analyzed via a gas chromatograph [i.e. Chanton et al. 1992]. Considering the slow
oxidation rate of methane at <2.5 µg h-1 [Yavitt et al., 1988] there would be little change
of methane to carbon dioxide while rising through the sampler so these samples are
considered representative of gas within the pore space of the peat.

Figure 3.4 (a) The common offset profile spanning the entire length of the transect, (b) a detailed
inset of the lawn and (c) a detailed inset of the fen. The white arrows in (b) indicate the depth of
wood layers (at 2.31 m and 4.8 m) identified during probing and coring while the black arrow
indicates the depth of the mineral soil. The peat cores are described in association with the
relevant radargram.

3.3.6. Peat cores
Two complete peat columns, core 1 in the fen and core 2 in the lawn, were collected
using a 170 cm long piston coring device as described by Wright et al. [1984]. The cores
were extruded in the field, wrapped in plastic, and sealed in longitudinally-split sections
of schedule 40 PVC pipe. The whole cores were scanned at 1 cm intervals on a Geotek
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multi-sensor core logger for wet bulk density (gamma-ray attenuation), P-wave velocity,
and resistivity. Core locations (shown in Figure 3.1) were selected to maximize
differences in peat composition and structure within the peat soils due to variations in
peat landforms along our transect (i.e., fen vs. bog vs. lawn). Compression was not
measured on cores in the field; however, this method is designed to cut the peat and result
in minimal shortening of the column. While piston coring is a widely accepted method
for extracting continuous columns of peat with minimal compression and disturbance, it
is not unusual to have gaps between core segments. The cores collected for this study
have gaps that resulted in 10 cm – 40 cm intervals of missing data. However, given the
consistency of our results (as later presented) such gaps are not detrimental to our
analysis.

Information on stratigraphy from the cores was used to identify vertical

changes in peat composition and confirm the locations of stratigraphic interfaces detected
with GPR common offsets and to determine the vertical porosity profile in order to
constrain the CRIM model for gas content estimation. The relationship between bulk
density and particle density was used to convert the raw bulk density data into useful
porosity estimates. An average literature value for particle density of 1.3 Mg m-3 was
used for this conversion [Shibchurn et al., 2005; Pepin, 1992] and is representative of the
peat in the Glacial Lake Agassiz Peatlands. Using an average value for particle density is
a limitation of the available data and modeling in future work could be refined by
characterizing this parameter as a function of depth at the site.

3.4. Results
3.4.1.

Ground-penetrating radar common-offset data
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The common-offset profile collected over the entire 1.4 km transect is presented on
Figure 3.4a. At the basin scale, this reflection record is primarily useful to determine the
depth of the peat-mineral sediment interface. The topography of the basal reflector
gently undulates, with vertical variations of approximately 1.25 m over the total distance
of 1,396 m. Dipping portions of the basal reflector are present between 75 m – 650 m
along the transect, centered at approximately 125 m, 325 m and 575 m. The radar signal
is attenuated at the centers of the deepest troughs, so it is not possible to precisely
determine depth at their centers. Numerous reflections within the peat matrix were
recorded in all sites and are attributed to water content change in horizontal peat
stratigraphy [Jol and Smith, 1995]. However, reflections varied from planar to wavy
depending on site location. Figure 3.4(b) shows a portion of the common offset profile
within the mid-slope lawn. Thickness of the peat column is estimated at 5.6 m with the
GPR and confirmed by coring (5.7 m).

Due to factors such as off-vertical piston

orientation and uncertainty when defining the peat-mineral soil interface, 0.1 m – 0.2 m
of variability may be seen in the peat thickness measurements from coring. We note that,
by using GPR, we avoid compression and observe a reproducible, physically defined
boundary (determined by water content) with resolution determined by antenna
frequency, typically resulting in a highly accurate estimate of the mineral sediment
interface depth [eg. Jol and Smith, 1995; Slater and Reeve, 2002]. The notable horizontal
interface at about 4.8 m is interpreted as a layer of woody peat as also confirmed by
coring. A massive wood layer encountered between 2.61 m – 2.91 m below the surface
during coring is not easily seen in the common offset profile, but it is in the same location
as an area of 12% estimated gas content as determined from the analysis of the CMP
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data. Figure 3.4(c) shows the profile adjacent to the fen core. This site has peat
approximately 4.3 m thick, with a generally flat mineral soil reflector. The reflections
within the peat are attributed to water content changes in the sedge peat/feather peat
matrix. These two locations are characterized by clear differences in peat thickness and
reflector geometry. The lawn site has approximately 1.3 m more peat than the fen. The
radar facies at the lawn site are characterized by discontinuous and chaotic reflectors,
while the fen location has moderately continuous and sub-parallel reflectors.

3.4.2. Ground-penetrating radar common midpoint data
An example of a composite 1-d velocity model is shown in Figure 3.5(a). The 100 MHz
dataset in Figure 3.5(b) images the basal reflector at 300 ns. The top panels on Figures
3.5(b) and 3.5(c) illustrate examples of the CMP radargrams from the 100 MHz and 400
MHz frequencies used to develop the associated composite at CMP location number 8.
An advantage of collecting higher frequency data is that the portion of the record
impacted by near-field effects is smaller, thus enabling more accurate characterization of
the uppermost layers of peat. For example, the first subsurface reflections in the 100 MHz
dataset are about 60 ns whilst reflection arrivals are as early as 25 ns in the 400 MHz
data.
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Figure 3.5(a) A composite 1-d velocity model developed from the CMP radargrams at location 8
above the individual 1-d vertical velocity models for (b) 100 MHz and (c) 400 MHz antenna
frequencies. (d) 95% confidence intervals for velocity and depth at each measurement point.
Values are ± representations.

The center panels in Figure 3.5 provide an example of the combination, where a
composite model (Figure 3.5(a)) is synthesized from the 100 MHz data (Figure 3.5(b)
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top) and 400 MHz data (Figure 3.5(c) top). For instance, the 400 MHz data shown in
Figure 3.5(c) indicates three numbered intervals, two of which were not reliably picked
from lower frequency datasets.

The data in the top 2.7 m of the profile for each

frequency is equivalent (except for the number of reflections) because the weighted mean
velocity for both intervals of the 100 MHz data is 0.0359 m ns-1 while the weighted mean
velocity for the three intervals of 400 MHz data is 0.0366 m ns-1. This value is
statistically equivalent when considering the maximum calculated 95% confidence level
is ±0.0005 m ns-1 for these intervals. This range equates to only a potential variability of
1% volumetric gas content when applying the CRIM model conversion. The top of the
third interval in the 100 MHz data is within 0.03 m of the bottom of the 400 MHz profile
indicating a high correlation for depth measurements as well.

As expected when

measuring the same subsurface while only changing antenna frequency, this consistency
between frequencies is present across all composite datasets in the study.

Confidence interval calculation was performed for all CMP surveys using the method
described by Jacob and Hermance [2003]. The 95% confidence intervals throughout all
datasets were generally small, for instance, confidence levels shown in Figure 3.5(a) for
measured velocity intervals ranged between 0.2% and 1.2%. Estimated 95% confidence
levels in all depth calculations was less than ±0.05 m and the confidence level in all
interval velocities was less than ±0.0015 m ns-1 or 4.2%, consistent with the observations
of Jacob and Hermance [2003]. The calculated velocity and depth 95% confidence limits
for all modeled intervals in the study (Figure 3.5(d)) are consistently small and generally
increase with depth. However, the relationship for the presented data has a low
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coefficient of determination (velocity R2 = 0.25, p<0.01, depth R2 = 0.15, p<0.01) and
therefore regression lines and equations have been omitted to retain clarity of the figure.

Figure 3.6 presents examples of the full suite of geophysical data for each of three sites
including the common offset radar profiles (left panels), the composite 1-d vertical
velocity models (center panels) and 100 MHz CMP profiles (right panels). Sites shown
here were chosen as representative of average values for the rest of profiles (i.e. lowmedium, high, and low-medium estimated gas content variability respectively). Site 4,
shown in Figure 3.6(a), has a 1.0 m thick interval of 13% estimated gas content in the
middle of the profile and estimated gas content above and below this interval is 2% - 4%.
At site 12, shown in Figure 3.6(b), there is an interval 0.9 m thick with 22% estimated
gas content in the middle of the peat and a zone of 26% estimated gas content that is 1.5
m thick the bottom of the profile. Site 12 has the largest variation in estimated gas
content of all locations. Furthermore, site 14, shown in Figure 3.6(c), has the least freephase gas in the subsurface with 0% - 4% throughout the profile.
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Figure 3.6 Example datasets are presented from (a) the lawn, (b) the stand of 10 m tall trees and
(c) the fen. The left panels show common offset profiles and the center panels show the 1-d
vertical velocity profiles developed from the CMP datasets on the right. The gas content scale is
calculated from the CRIM model.
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3.4.3. Gas content distribution as determined by ground-penetrating radar
The 1-d composite velocity models from each CMP survey at the 14 sampled locations
(Figure 3.1) were converted to estimated gas content using the CRIM model. A final 2-d
contoured model of the results at all 14 locations is shown in Figure 3.7 and depicts our
modeled gas content distribution at the basin scale for the Sturgeon River Bog.

Figure 3.7 The 2-d model of gas distribution in the subsurface below the GPR transect at
Sturgeon River Bog. Gas content was determined using the CRIM model from velocities
calculated using common-midpoint radargrams. Surface vegetation patterns are for reference
only. The mineral soil topography was determined from the common offset radargram and is
represented by the gray area at the bottom. White arrows at location 3 indicate the location of
competent layers encountered during probing/coring. The depth axis was calculated from the
travel time using the average velocity of radar at the site 0.038 m ns-1.

A notable pattern shown in Figure 3.7 is the lower quantities of free-phase gas in deep
peat below peat landforms that have no significant woody vegetation, specifically the
lawn and fen. The fen that has standing water and no woody vegetation on the strings and
flarks has a uniform estimated gas content of <5%.

The mid-slope lawn has

accumulations of up to 14% in <1 m thick intervals in the upper 3 m of peat, whereas the
deeper peat has a uniformly distributed 8% estimated gas content. The area of small trees
and shrubs directly to the southwest of the lawn has an average estimated gas content of
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5% in the top 3 m while a band of 15% - 22% is present over a distance of more than 200
m at 3 m – 4.5 m deep. Similarly, the zone of 4 m tall trees has an average of 4%
estimated gas content above 2.5 m, with enhancements up to 20% between 2.5 m and the
base of the peat column. The forested crest on the northeast end of the transect has a
maximum estimated free-phase gas content of 18% at a depth of 3 m below the surface.
The largest accumulations of gas are observed at the area of 10 m tall trees directly
adjacent to the fen. This unit has two discrete intervals with estimated gas contents of
22% at 2 m and 26% from 4m – 5m. Figure 3.8 shows a frequency plot of estimated gas
content determined using the CRIM model. These results indicate that the gas content
frequency is skewed towards low values, particularly below 5%, and higher estimated gas
content values are present with decreasing frequency up to 26%. The mean gas content
calculated from Figure 3.8 is 6.2% and the median is 4.1%.

Figure 3.8 Frequency distribution of all gas content estimates made in the Sturgeon River Bog.
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Our confidence in these gas distribution patterns is highest in the small shrubs and trees,
lawn and 4 m tree zones because there are four, three and three common midpoints
respectively within each vegetation type.

Also notable is that the top 1 m has an

estimated free-phase gas volume of 4% throughout all landforms. The unsaturated zone
under normal conditions could be 0.02 m – 0.17 m thick [Rosenberry et al., 2003],
suggesting that the peat above the water table could induce up to 20% bias on the gas
content estimate for the top interval, or ± 1% total gas volume as discussed below.

Table 3.1 Gas sampling and methane analysis data.

3.4.4. Supporting data
The values for methane fraction and sample volume for the 11 samples analyzed are
shown in Table 3.1. The methane concentration found in the samples collected between
1.6- 2.5 m below the peat surface ranges from 33% to 73% with an average of 60.2% and
a median of 57.7%. Several of the samples were low sample volume and may have
suffered from ambient air contamination due to incorrect operation of the valve during
sampling so we report these values with low confidence. Vertical variations in calculated
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porosity shown in Figure 3.9 on the order of centimeters are likely related to the peat
stratigraphy and are below the resolution of our velocity models. The mean porosity for
the fen core was found to be 0.92 with a standard deviation of 0.01 and the mean porosity
for the bog core was found to be 0.93 with a standard deviation of 0.008. Because of the
small scale of the vertical changes and the low variability in porosity and because only a
small portion of the study area is occupied by fen peat, the conservative value of n=0.93
was used throughout the CRIM modeling.

Figure 3.9 Porosity profiles for the fen (left) and bog lawn (right) as determined from the cores
(locations shown on Figure 3.1).
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The sample volumes recorded during direct gas sampling are related to the CRIM
modeled gas content in Figure 3.10 in an effort to semi-quantitatively assess the accuracy
of the CRIM modeling. Though we recognize we are using a small number of data points
and that there are significant uncertainties associated with the gas volumes measured
from our sampler (i.e. sampling volume, disturbance of the peat fabric, small number of
samples), a least squares linear regression indicates a statically significant (R2=0.97,
p=0.0015) relationship between the modeled values and the directly sampled gas
volumes. This relationship may be determined by the high x-value and future attempts to
relate measured gas content to modeled gas content should attempt to use a larger number
of data points to better quantify the statistical strength of the regression.

Figure 3.10 Percent gas content as determined using GPR related to gas volume extracted using
the direct sampling method with a least-squares linear regression.

Void spaces of unconsolidated peat were noted during the collection of the lawn core and
their locations are marked accordingly on Figure 3.7. Extensive bubbling was observed
during extraction of the core suggesting that at least one of the voids contained a large
volume of trapped gas. The void space recorded between 1.41 – 1.97 m below the
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surface coincides with a pocket of elevated free-phase gas in our CMP modeling at that
location. However, the deeper void space noted during coring between 2.69 m - 2.91 m
was not observed in the GPR data. An undetermined volume of gas escaped from this
interval during core extraction. The bottom portion of the radar profile was unusable for
our analysis due to excessive signal attenuation and therefore the maximum penetration
was only 2.5 m below the surface as determined from the 400 MHz antennas. Gas was
also observed to escape during extraction of the deepest segment of the fen core. This
core location is not directly on the GPR transect so it is possible that the coring location
was in an area of the fen that has some gas content at depth.

Figure 3.11 Results of the sensitivity analysis showing the effect of temperature on gas content
estimates made with the CRIM model. Four example velocities also seen in field data are shown
with the calculated gas content over a range of temperatures.

3.4.5. Assessment of uncertainties in FPG estimation from CRIM
We recognize that FPG estimates derived from the CRIM (Equation 3.1) are uncertain
due to necessary assumptions made regarding appropriate values for the model
parameters. One source of error is the effect of temperature variations on the gas content
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estimated from the CRIM model. As previously stated, we assumed the temperature of
the pore water throughout the peatland is 4.8 °C and that variation in peat water
temperature below 1 m is normally less than 4°C during the month of August [Mckenzie
et al., 2007]. To specifically address the potential error that may be attributed to our lack
of detailed temperature data we conducted a sensitivity analysis as shown in Figure 3.11.
This analysis revealed that the maximum error in gas content possibly introduced because
of temperature variations in the range of 4.8 °C – 13 °C is 1.5%, occurring in the lowest
observed range of velocities. For higher velocities around 0.045 m ns-1, this maximum
possible error is reduced to 1.2% estimated gas content. Based on consistencies of peat
temperature observed by Mckenzie et al. [2007], we believe that it is unlikely that the
temperature estimates are off by more than 4 °C and this is accounted for in the following
error analysis.

We used propagation of errors [eg. Draper and Smith, 1981] to evaluate the total effect of
the estimated error from each component of the CRIM model on the final gas content
estimates. The standard error was calculated for all common midpoint datasets along the
studied transect. The estimated error in porosity was based on direct measurements and
is 0.5% [Comas et al., 2005], similar to the standard deviation of the measurements
presented in Figure 3.9. The 0.77% error in the permittivity of water due to temperature
variations was calculated based on sensitivity analysis (described earlier). The standard
deviation of the solid phase permittivity (σ=0.37) was based on the direct dielectric
spectroscopy measurements (n=7). Variability in the permittivity of the gas phase is
assumed to be negligible given the consistent temperature and pressure in the subsurface.
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Among the total of 75 gas content calculations made across the study site, the mean
calculated error was ±1.33% gas content. A histogram details the distribution of the
calculated errors with most clustered around the mean, although infrequent maximum
errors of up to ±5% gas content do occur (Figure 3.12). We attempted to relate the
modeled gas content with the calculated error for each point, but there was no statistical
relationship between the variables (R2<0.01).

Figure 3.12 Frequency distribution of calculated uncertainty associated with CRIM modeled gas
content calculations.

3.5. Discussion
3.5.1. Analysis of gas distribution
Since the velocity models were developed from CMP profiles with reflections that persist
throughout the range of antenna offsets (as seen, for example, in Figure 3.3) and the
statistical error estimates were less than the theoretical resolution of ¼ wavelength, we
consider the resulting vertical velocity models to be representative of subsurface
conditions. Additionally, the application of a composite multi-frequency approach to our
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CMP data resulted in higher resolution velocity models than single-frequency methods
[eg. Comas et al., 2007; Parsekian et al., 2010; Strack and Mieru, 2010]. Furthermore,
the parameters of the CRIM model are well constrained for the purposes of this study,
particularly given the fact that analysis of cores from the two locations on the transect
allowed for a highly detailed porosity characterization. Our ground truth findings (Figure
10) are similar to the comparison of CRIM model results to direct gas sampling reported
in Strack and Mierau [2010]. It is worth noting that possible disturbance to the gas
regime due to walking on the peat surface during data collection was not quantified in
this study and that future investigations should consider possible source of error.

Several conclusions related to the biogenic gas distribution at the Sturgeon River Bog can
be drawn from our GPR results supplemented with direct peat coring and gas sampling.
Correspondence between peat landform and total estimated gas content is observed at
Sturgeon River Bog. For instance, increased gas accumulation up to 25% by volume in
peat below 3 m depth occurs in landforms with abundant woody surface vegetation. In
areas of the mid-slope lawn, estimated gas content up to 15% is observed, although these
high values are concentrated within the upper 3 m of the peat column. At our GPR site 3
(coincident with lawn core location), the GPR results indicate elevated estimated gas
content around 1.8 m below the surface where extensive degassing occurred during core
extraction, suggesting that the gas released from the void space during sampling (Figure
3.7). The vertical distribution of gas in the fen appears to be consistently low, remaining
between 0% – 7%, which may be related to the gas production potential of sedge
dominated peat or the moving water typical of a fen as noted by Nilsson and Bohlin
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[1993]. As seen in Figure 3.7, the vertical distribution of estimated gas content appears to
changes systematically across boundaries between different vegetation communities in
this peatland. Observed enhancement of free-phase gas accumulations at sites with
woody surface vegetation corresponds with conceptual models proposed by others
[Whalen 2005; Comas et al., 2005b]. A similar pattern of gas content changes across
vegetation boundaries was observed in a peatland in Maine where free-phase gas was
more prevalent near open pools than a mixed shrub wooded heath; enhanced gas buildup
in peat with wood heath surface cover compared to a shrub heath site was attributed in
part to plant mediated gas flux [Comas et al., 2008]. Additionally, Parsekian et al. [2010]
observed variability in subsurface gas content and distribution at four distinct peat
landforms in three separate peatlands in northern Minnesota. One of the peatlands in the
Parsekian et al. [2010] study was the Sturgeon River Bog, thus putting the current study
into a larger regional context where variations in estimated gas content have been
observed as a function of landform type.

The similarities between this study and

previous works in other locations that indicate a dependence of gas content on landform
type may suggest that these patterns are probably not site specific. Studies focused on
near-surface peat (<1 m) have identified variations gas distribution associated with
microforms [Strack and Mireau, 2010] and peat characteristics (i.e. floating vs. nonfloating peat [Strack et al., 2006]) that are also similar to our results on the larger scale of
peat landforms.

A smaller scale investigation of changes in peat composition by Kettridge et al., [2008]
using geophysical methods coupled with direct observation noted sharp changes in the
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subsurface over <40 m and detected a sharp vertical boundary coinciding with a
transition between a hummock and a lawn area. Analysis of our common-offset GPR
profiles reveal changes in reflector geometry and strength over distances less than 50 m
that qualitatively indicate a sharp change in peat structure in a manner that follows
Janssens et al. [1992]. The most striking example related to such change can be seen in
Figure 3.4 at 1,300 m along the transect crossing the transition between the 10 m trees
and fen where a sharp change from strong sub-horizontal chaotic reflectors to weaker
sub-horizontal reflections is present. This evidence is similar to previous findings that
indicate variability in peat structure plays a role in subsurface gas storage [eg. Rosenberry
et al., 2006]. For example, the structural form of Sphagnum dominated peat could be
preventing the upward movement of bubbles more efficiently than sedge peat. Therefore,
if sharp transitions in peat soil type are commonly found in peatlands as described by
Janssens et al., [1995], it is reasonable to expect sharp changes in gas distribution as
shown by our results. Furthermore, differences in reflector record (i.e. Figure 3.4(b) and
3.4(c)) could result from changes in peat matrix deformation as related to scattered gas
accumulation as suggested by Comas et al. [2005].

3.5.2. Relevance to existing conceptual models of methane cycling in peatlands
If free-phase gas bubbles are more homogeneously dispersed within the peat matrix than
the deep gas models predict as suggested by Coulthard et al., [2009], we could expect to
see a generally uniform elevated distribution of gas throughout the profile. Most shallow
portions of our peat profile (i.e. less than 1.5 m) do in fact show some gas accumulation
between 0 –7%, supporting a model that includes a shallow distribution of bubbles in
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addition to pockets of trapped gas below confining layers. As a uniformly distributed
volume of gas moves upward through the peat, structurally competent pores may trap
bubbles as indicated by Kettridge and Binley [2008]. As bubbles from deeper peat
encounter the trapped bubbles, they will tend to coalesce into larger bubbles [Kellner et
al., 2004] and these accumulations of bubbles may also act as trapping layers [Kellner et
al., 2005]. Since competent layers were not directly detected above 0.8 m, our findings
do not contradict the near-surface gas content model [Coulthard et al., 2009] where such
volumes may be close to an upper threshold to maintain bubbles clustered before a
release occurs in the shallow peat profile of the Sturgeon River Bog.

The results of this investigation clearly fit with the conceptual model presented by Glaser
et al., [2004] that suggests pockets of methane exist in deep semi-continuous saturated
peat below structurally competent layers. This is consistent with the idea that certain
competent layers (as confirmed with coring) may act as traps for upward bubble
migration in the deeper portions of the peat and result in large overpressured gas
accumulations. Our GPR data suggests accumulations up to 26% in estimated gas content
below such layers similar to previous maximum observations of 17.5% made using
observations of hydraulic head [Rosenberry et al., 2003] and 15.8% - 24% using the GPR
method [Comas et al., 2005; Parsekian et al., 2010]. Furthermore, matrix deformation in
areas with higher estimated gas contents is also suggested by a more disordered reflector
record, although more research is needed in this area to extract complete conclusions.
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Since both significant accumulations of shallow bubbles and trapped deep pockets of gas
must be present concurrently to account for the distribution of gas observed in Figure 3.8,
we suggest that both deep and shallow gas accumulations are present in the Sturgeon
River Bog. Allowing for the validity of both models would be consistent with the
presence of free-phase gas in the top 2 m of peat even when no woody confining layers
are present as suggested by the conceptual model posed by Coulthard et al., [2009] which
accounts for accumulation regardless of peat structure. Furthermore, we hypothesize that
such layers sharply transition into other soil types as proposed by others (e.g. Glaser,
1987) resulting in sharp transitions of high estimated gas content regions (i.e. Figure 3.7).

Although the evidence supports both conceptual models of gas storage in peat, the
question of what gas source (i.e. massive pockets or uniformly distributed gas)
contributes more to the free-phase gas release from peatlands remains open. Although
our work yields unique insights into the spatial distribution of free-phase gas in the
Sturgeon River Bog it says nothing about the variation in emissions to the atmosphere
along the transect. Other GPR measurements involving time-lapse observations are
currently being used to explore where changes in estimated gas content are focused in the
vertical and implications for mechanisms of methane emissions to the atmosphere.

3.6. Conclusions
Subsurface biogenic estimated gas content distribution was observed across a transect
crossing six major peat landforms in the Sturgeon River Bog, Minnesota. Our
observations indicate that variations in free-phase estimated gas content coincide with
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changes in surface vegetation in Sturgeon River Bog with woody vegetation related to
higher estimated gas content and lawns and open water having lower accumulations. By
collecting CMP datasets along a transect, we were able to observe that gas volumes can
vary sharply both vertically and laterally from 6% – 25% over 100 m, and across
prominent vegetation boundaries.

Additionally, the vertical distribution of gas was

observed to vary with the largest accumulations occurring below 2.5 m deep in a stand of
10 m tall trees and moderate accumulations up to 15% occurring above 2.5 m deep in a
mid-slope lawn. In contrast, a fen had generally homogeneous accumulations of 0% - 6%
throughout. These observations at Sturgeon River Bog support previously proposed
conceptual models of gas content for both shallow gas accumulations and deep gas
deposits below semi-continuous layers. Our results suggest that variations between the
free-phase estimated gas content and peat landform may be expected, but further
investigation is needed to determine whether this is general or specific to this particular
peatland.
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4. Chapter 4: Dielectric properties of peat soils near saturation1
Abstract
The volumetric water content (θ) of peat soils below the water table is affected by the
presence and flux of biogenic methane-rich free-phase gas that is eventually released to
the atmosphere, thereby having implications for the global carbon cycle. We investigated
the dielectric properties of extracted peat monoliths in response to small changes in θ
using non-invasive measurements. Our experiment uses a new method for varying θ in
the sample using elevated pressure to reduce the naturally occurring volumetric gas
content in a manner similar to what occurs in situ under atmospheric pressure changes.
We recorded dielectric permittivity using a 1.6 MHz ground-penetrating radar antenna at
various water contents between 0.87 and 0.95 m3 m-3 on four peat samples with varying
levels of humification. We investigated peat with <5% gas content as is commonly
observed in the field. We fit empirical equations and dielectric mixing models to data
acquired on each sample. The resulting relationships indicate increasing relative
dielectric permittivity as a function of water content and that there are differences in the
permittivity-θ relationships between peat samples. Three of the samples can be modeled
using dielectric mixing models previously to estimate gas content in peatlands.
Optimizing the fitting parameter in the dielectric mixing model indicates that variability
in dielectric relationships may be attributed to peat structure and particle orientation. We
also present the results in terms of gas content with associated equations that could be
used to improve the precision of investigations of gas content in peat.

1

This chapter has been submitted as: Parsekian, A.D., L. Slater and D. Gimenéz (in review) Dielectric
properties of near-saturation peat soils. Submitted to Water Resources Research August 19, 2011.
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4.1. Introduction
Recent investigations of peatlands are increasingly focused on the impact of biogenic gas
generated by microorganisms in the subsurface of these wetlands on the global carbon
cycle [e.g. Limpens et al., 2008]. Ebullition of free-phase gas is increasingly recognized
as a key methane flux pathway and has encouraged work aimed at quantifying free-phase
gas volumes and fluxes from peatlands [e.g. Comas et al., 2008]. The geochemical
conditions in highly saturated organic soils support breakdown of organic matter by
microbes that release methane and carbon dioxide both in the dissolved and gas phase
[Nilson and Ӧquist, 2009]. Researchers have investigated the volumetric concentration of
gas phase methane spatially throughout peatlands [e.g. Strack and Mierau, 2010] and
how this gas is released to the atmosphere by ebullition, diffusion and transport through
plants [Whalen, 2005].

Gas bubbles have also been shown to affect the hydraulic

properties [Reynolds et al., 1992] and biogeochemistry [Strack et al., 2005] of peatlands.
Studies of subsurface gas content rely on invasive [e.g. Rosenberry et al., 2003] and noninvasive geophysical measurements [e.g. Comas et al., 2005] to estimate gas content.
Non-invasive geophysical investigations offer advantages as they typically cause less
disturbance of the gas as it is being studied. Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) has been the
most extensively employed non-invasive technique for investigating free-phase gas in
peatlands [Comas et al., 2007; Parsekian et al., 2010; Strack and Mierau 2010].
Improving our understanding of how free-phase gas bubbles affect the dielectric
properties of peat controlling the velocity of electromagnetic wave propagation measured
with GPR will lead to increased accuracy of models used to predict water content, and
thus gas content in peatlands.
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The dielectric properties of water are the primary control over the bulk dielectric
permittivity of a porous medium, and thus, instruments that are sensitive to dielectric
permittivity such as time domain reflectometry (TDR) and ground-penetrating radar
(GPR) have been widely used in laboratory and field studies to estimate soil water
content. Relative dielectric permittivity (εr) measurements derived from electromagnetic
wave travel times are most commonly converted to water content (θ) using polynomial
models. The most well known of these is the third-order polynomial developed by Topp
and collaborators [Topp et al., 1980] utilizing TDR is frequently used for mineral soil
applications. Other studies have calibrated the θ - εr relation for a range of mineral soils
and clays [e.g. Dirksen and Dasberg, 1993]. Similar polynomial models have been
developed using TDR for organic soil and peat that have much higher θ than is typically
found in mineral soils [e.g. Lange et al., 2008; Pepin et al., 1992; Roth et al., 1992].
Multiphase dielectric mixing models are an alternative to empirical models [e.g. Kellner
and Lundin, 2001]. However multiphase mixing models are more complex to implement
because of the multiple soil parameters (including dielectric properties of each material
phase, porosity and a fitting parameter) that must be independently measured to derive
water content estimates.

Previous studies on peat soils primarily focus on calibrating the TDR instrument to θ in
peat. However, GPR instrumentation can be used for the same purpose because both
methods provide estimates of dielectric permittivity [Comas and Slater, 2007]. Whereas
TDR probes must be directly inserted into the soil resulting in at least some minor level
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of sample volume and gas disturbance, GPR antennas are positioned on the surface of the
soil (or on the edge of a laboratory monolith [Comas and Slater, 2007]) and do not
require direct insertion into the soil during measurement.

TDR measurements may

encounter inconsistencies when θ varies over the length of the TDR rods [Ferré et al.,
2000] whereas the sample volume is effectively averaged in the GPR measurement
regardless of heterogeneity in the direction of electromagnetic wave propagation. Recent
studies using GPR to investigate free-phase gas content in peatlands have relied heavily
on multiphase mixing models to convert dielectric properties to θ – primarily variants of
the Complex Refractive Index Model (CRIM) [e.g. Comas et al., 2005, 2007, 2008;
Parsekian et al., 2010, 2011; Strack and Mierau 2010]. Depending on the soil properties,
multiphase mixing models can have among the lowest estimated errors when compared
against gravimetrically measured water content values [e.g. Steelman and Endres, 2011].
However, if the dielectric properties of any of the soil constituents are not constant (e.g.
due to temperature) or not well defined (e.g. due to insufficient measurement), such as
the permittivity of the soil particles or model fitting parameters, considerable uncertainty
could be introduced into the results [Binley et al., 2001]. Simpler polynomial models
with fewer variables may overcome some limitations of multiphase mixing models and
lead to more stable levels of uncertainty. Although we do not expect striking differences
in results obtained from TDR and GPR methods given the similarities of the fundamental
physics, it is important to validate the GPR method for θ measurement in peat soil given
the number of recent investigations on this topic [e.g. Comas et al., 2007; Strack and
Mierau 2010; Parsekian et al., 2011].
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Past investigations using TDR have calibrated the relationship between θ and εr for peat
utilizing a drying approach to vary θ, whereby saturated samples are monitored over time
as water evaporates. During drying, a peat sample will shrink and the water may be
redistributed in an unnatural manner with the outer edges drying before the center of the
sample. To overcome limitations of desiccation experiments, we present a new method
for varying θ in peat samples that maintains the natural properties of the soil with respect
to gas content and bubble distribution likely to occur during in situ biogenic gas
production and release. The approach developed here simulates natural processes
associated with gas in peat where changes in atmospheric pressure have been suggested
or shown to result in variations in free-phase gas volumes in the field through bubble
expansion or compression [Chanton and Martens, 1988; Beckwith and Baird, 2001;
Rosenberry, et al., 2006; Waddington, et al., 2009, Comas et al., 2011].

The objectives of this study were to 1) develop and test a novel method for varying θ in
the sample that minimizes disturbance to the free-phase gas bubbles naturally in place
and simulates bubble expansion/compression due to atmospheric pressure changes that
will occur in situ, 2) calibrate GPR readings of εr for near-saturation water content in peat
containing varying volumes of free-phase gas and 3) test water/gas content models of εr
versus θ appropriate for saturation levels expected in the field when dealing with
biogenic gas production below the water table. Non-invasive GPR measurements were
used to determine εr on four peat monoliths at various controlled θ levels spanning a
portion of the expected naturally occurring θ range.
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Figure 4.1 Site location map and photos showing peatland sites where samples were extracted.

4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Sample acquisition and preparation
Intact peat monoliths were acquired at Sturgeon River Bog, MN, Caribou Bog, ME and
the Pinelands, NJ (Figure 4.1) with the goal of selecting contrasting samples. Sturgeon
River Bog is a large peatland in the boreal zone and has total peat depths of about 5 m at
the sample location [Parsekian et al., 2011]. Caribou Bog is a medium size peatland also
in the boreal zone and has peat depths of 9-10 m at the sample location [Kettridge et al.,
2008]. The Pinelands sample came from a small isolated temperate peatland with a
measured total peat depth of 0.95 m at the sampling location. To collect each sample, a
saw was first used to carve out a hole in the peat surface to the desired sampling depth.
Then a 26 cm x 24 cm x 31 cm plastic container was inverted on the peat and we used the
saw to vertically cut around the edge of the box, angling slightly inwards to ensure an
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accurate fit with little compression. Then, the box was pushed down to enclose the
sample and the saw was used to cut across the bottom, releasing the block from the
ground. The samples were transported to the laboratory and preserved at 1.1° C in a
refrigerator.

4.2.2. Experimental setup
Our experimental method relies on the assumption that gas bubbles will respond to
changes in pressure as if suspended in only water [Kellner et al., 2005]. Based on the
principals of the ideal gas law, the volume occupied by a gas (in this case, small bubbles
trapped within the peat matrix) is related to the pressure and temperature of that gas
[Strack et al., 2006]. Given that temperature is kept constant over the course of the
experiment, our alterations to the pressure inside a sample must change the volume
occupied by bubbles, and consequently, the volumetric water content. It is critical that
free-phase gas is naturally present in the sample at the start of analysis. Due to the natural
ongoing production of biogenic gases in organic wetland soil we would expect most peat
samples to have bubbles present, even under apparently “saturated” conditions.

We used two pressurized tanks to vary θ in the peat sample. The first (overflow) tank was
a Plexiglas cylindrical tank with a volume of 0.511 x 104 cm3 that had a pressure release
valve and was connected to pressurized gas and to the second tank through tubing (Figure
4.2(a)). The second tank was an acrylic rectangular tank with a lid and a volume of 1.207
x 104 cm3 (determined by weighing the volume of water held in the container) used to
contain the sample (Figure 4.2(b)). Wooden braces were added to this tank to improve the
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structural integrity under elevated pressure (testing indicated a limit of 79 kPa before
gasket failure). The sample holder tank was built largely from electrically inert materials
(acrylic, wood, fiberglass) to avoid excess metallic components that could interfere with
GPR measurements. The rigid construction materials ensured that the peat sample would
not expand and the volume would be constant under pressurization. Analog and digital
data logging pressure gauges were both connected to the side of the sample holder to
monitor conditions in real time during the experiment.

Figure 4.2 Schematic of experimental setup. The overflow chamber (a) is connected directly to
the sample holder (b). The ground-penetrating radar instrument used to determine εr is composed
of the 1.6 GHz antenna, a control unit and a laptop computer (c).

4.2.3. Experimental procedure
One month prior to an experiment, samples were placed at room temperature to allow for
equilibration at laboratory temperature. Immediately before measurements, samples were
cut to size and placed in the sample holder of the pressurized tank system. To ensure the
sample holder was full to the top with water, a vent valve at the top of the tank was
opened and water was slowly added until there was a free flow through the system. The
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vent valve was then closed and the water level of the partially filled overflow tank was
marked to signify the initial water level. Next, three sets of nine GPR traces were
acquired at 2 cm spacing horizontally across the middle of the tank resulting in a total of
27 travel time measurements at the initial θ (see Section 4.2.5 for further details of the
GPR method). A 7.2 megapixel photo of the tank side was also taken at this time with a
Cannon PowerShot digital camera to record the position and size of the bubbles along the
tank wall. Pressurization of the system was achieved in step increments of approximately
3.45 kPa by connecting the overflow tank with pressurized CO2 (we could have chosen
from several suitable gases, however CO2 was readily available in our case) and allowing
water to move from the overflow tank to the tank containing the sample. The system was
allowed to equilibrate for about 5 minutes until the digital pressure reading in the tank
holding the sample stabilized at which time a new set of 27 GPR traces and a photograph
were acquired. The change in water level in the overflow container in relation to the
marked initial level (representative of change in θ in the sample) was recorded with a
digital caliper (0.01 mm precision, model CD-6CS, Mitutoyo Corp., Japan). This
procedure was repeated until the system pressure reached 55-69 kPa above the initial
state, the maximum pressure level safely achievable before lid gasket failure.

After the analysis, each peat monolith was removed in its entirety from the sample
holder, weighed using a ±0.02 kg precision hanging scale (Salter-Brecknell, Fairmont,
MN, USA), and dried in a 55° C oven until there was no further change in the sample
weight for five days. The precision of this scale allowed for the final water content to be
measured with a precision of approximately ±0.0015 m3m-3. Once dry, the weight of the
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remaining organic fraction was subtracted from the initial wet weight to calculate the
final θ measured during the experimental phase and to calibrate the relative water content
variations determined during the pressure testing.

4.2.4. Visual tracking of bubble size change
Although bubbles trapped against the glass may not be entirely representative of bubbles
in the peat itself, they should respond to changes in pressure similarly and act as a useful
(though not entirely quantitative) comparison with the dielectric permittivity
measurements. We tracked the change in the size of the bubbles visible against the inside
of the sample holder tank to confirm that increasing system pressure did result in a
reduction in bubble size (i.e. an increase in water content). The photograph taken at each
pressure interval during each experiment was imported into ImageJ [Abramoff et al.,
2004] and scaled using known distances marked on the sample holder. Then, a polygon
was manually drawn following the outline of two or three of the visible bubbles and their
area were automatically calculated.

Only the most obvious bubbles with clearly

contrasting color between the bubble and surrounding peat were used for this analysis.
The observations were normalized as a percent of the initial bubble size (to allow for
comparison of different sized bubbles) and plotted against the change in volumetric water
content.

4.2.5. Dielectric permittivity measurements
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) equipment emits radio frequency electromagnetic
energy and records the travel time and amplitude of returned signals as a function of time.
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Knowing the distance that the energy has traveled and the time the signal took to return,
it is possible to calculate the velocity (v) of the material. Assuming a low-loss medium (a
valid assumption given the high frequency antennas used and the relatively high
resistivity of the peat block), the velocity can be simply converted to εr:

# c &2
εr = % (
$v '

(4.1)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum. In this experiment, we used a shielded 1.6
GHz antenna with€a CUII GPR instrument (Malå Geoscience, Malå, Sweden) connected
to a standard laptop computer (Figure 4.2(c)).

Figure 4.3 An example dataset showing recorded waveforms. One-way travel time was
determined by subtracting half of the first arrival of the air wave from half of the first arrival of
the reflected wave and then adding in the air wave travel time.

Raw radar data were imported to the ReflexW software package (Sandmier, Germany)
and a standard filter that subtracted the mean of each waveform was applied to remove
the DC component of the signal before hand-picking airwave and reflection arrivals. The
travel time for each trace was extracted by subtracting the time of the airwave arrival
from the reflection from the tank side (Figure 4.3) and then accounting for the time
needed for the energy to travel directly between the antennas. Ideally we would have
recorded transmission mode measurements of the direct wave across the peat block,
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however this measurement would require two antennas and multiple GPR electronics not
at our disposal. We therefore used the reflection mode as previously validated by Comas
and Slater [2007]. The excellent data quality obtained from the approach shows that the
reflection mode approach is appropriate for our purposes.

4.2.6. Properties of the peat
We determined several properties of the peat samples to inform our investigation. We
measured bulk density (ρd) by taking the ratio of the oven-dried peat solids (after the
dielectric permittivity reading) over the total sample volume.

Replicates of this

measurement were not possible because only the entire single monolith from each field
site was available. Particle density (ρs) was determined with the kerosene displacement
method using a 5 ml pycnometer and three subsamples from each peat monolith ground
to pass through a 2 mm sieve [Grossman and Reinsch, 2002]. Each peat sample was
placed in kerosene and boiled under high vacuum to remove excess gas.

Porosity (ϕ)

was calculated from measured bulk density (ρd) and particle density (ρs) values as:

%ρ (
φ =1−' d *
& ρs )

(4.2)

The humification of each sample was approximated by performing the von Post
classification [von€ Post, 1922] on peat trimmed from the monolith before placing the
sample into the pressure chamber. This subjective classification is performed by
squeezing a sample of the peat through the observer’s fingers, evaluating the amount of
material lost and the color of the pore water.

4.2.7. Statistical analyses and models
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Standard statistical operations such as regression analyses, coefficient of determination
(R2), root mean squared error (RMSE) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test
were performed using functions in MATLAB (Mathworks, USA). Water content versus
εr data were fit to a linear function. A multiphase dielectric mixing model variant of the
Complex Refractive Index Model [Birchak et al., 1974], was also fitted to data from each
peat sample. The basic form of this model calculates the bulk permittivity of a material
based on the fractional volumetric contribution of each component phase:

ε r(b )α = θε r(w )α + (1 − φ )ε r(s)α + (φ − θ )ε r(g )α

(4.3)

where εr is relative dielectric permittivity of the solid phase of peat (εr(s)), pore water
€
(εr(w)) and air (εr(g)) with values of εr(s)=2, εr(w)=78 (corrected for laboratory temperature of

25° C) εr(g)=1; θ is the water content and ϕ is porosity. The exponential fitting factor α
accounts for the orientation of the electromagnetic waves to the peat particles. The
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [Akaike et al., 1974] was used to compare the
goodness of fit of the linear model with the multiphase mixing model because these two
models have different numbers of free parameters (two for the linear equation, one for the
mixing model assuming only α is used for fitting). The AIC can be expressed as:

AIC = 2k − 2L

(4.4)

where k is the number of free parameters in the model and L is the maximum likelihood:

€

n
n
L = − ln[2πσˆ 2 ] −
2
2

(4.5)

where n is the number of data points and σ2 is the mean squared error from the model [Yu
et al., 1997].

4.3. Results

€
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4.3.1. Peat properties
The von Post humification test indicated that the samples from Maine (H2-H3) and
Minnesota (H3-H4) were less decomposed than the samples from New Jersey (H6-H8).
The bulk density of the samples ranged from 0.052 g cm-3 to 0.103 g cm-3. Particle
density was found to range from 1.52 g cm-3 to 1.65 g cm-3. The calculated porosity
ranged between 93.2% and 96.8%. A full listing of the peat properties can be found in
Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Measured and calculated soil parameters. Porosity calculated from particle density and
bulk density.

4.3.2. Visual bubble size tracking
As the pressure in the system increased, gas bubbles along the tank sides were observed
to shrink and the θ of the sample increased as water moved from the overflow tank into
the sample to occupy the volume made available by the shrunken bubbles. One example
of a bubble in the Pinelands 2 sample shrinking under elevated pressure (Figure 4.4)
demonstrates how the cross section of the bubble clearly becomes smaller, with the gas
apparently being compressed towards the upper edge.
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Figure 4.4 Photograph series of a bubble (outlined in yellow) at various pressures over the course
of the experiment. White lines and marks are scratches on the outside of the sample holder. The
full dataset in terms of bubble area is shown as open triangles in Figure 4.5. The panels
correspond to pressure steps in kPa as follows: (a)1, (b)5, (c)9, (d)15 and (e)20.
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A total of 10 bubbles were identified that were clear enough to track through a full
experimental pressurization (three in the Caribou sample, three in the Sturgeon River
sample, and two in each of the Pinelands samples).

Fractional cross-sectional bubble

area vs. change in θ (Figure 4.5(a)) and fractional bubble area vs. pressure (Figure 4.5(b))
are related, however we omit the regression function due to subjective nature of the
bubble area measurement that lacks a volumetric dimension.

Figure 4.5 Image processing results extracted using ImageJ. Normalized bubble area (i.e.
fractional bubble size) is used because bubble size varied widely between several mm to >100
mm2. Marker shape is consistent for each sample, shading indicates various bubbles within a
sample. Fractional bubble size is related to water content (a) and pressure (b).
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4.3.3. Water content observed using GPR
Data for the Caribou Bog (Figure 4.6(a)), Sturgeon River Bog (Figure 4.6(b)), Pinelands
1 (Figure 4.6(c)) and Pinelands 2 (Figure 4.6(d)) samples indicate increasing εr as a
function of θ. Each dataset is clustered closely around the regression lines, though the
slope of the Caribou Bog data is slightly higher than the other datasets. The high
sensitivity of the measurements to relatively small θ changes, along with the linearity of
the response, offers strong evidence of the robustness of the reflection based
measurement technique. The details of the linear regression fits to each of these datasets
and associated goodness-of-fit and error estimate statistics can be found in Table 4.2. All
datasets were found to have a p-value <0.01 indicating a statistically significant
relationship.

The residuals between all datasets and each model were normally

distributed according to the results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit tests.

Table 4.2 Modeling statistics related to linear regression, except where indicated for the
multiphase mixing model. Parameters a and b complete the equation θ=aεr+b equal to the linear
regression fit to each dataset relating relative dielectric permittivity and water content in Figure
4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Measured dielectric permittivity as a function of water content for (a) Caribou Bog,
ME (b) Sturgeon River Bog, MN (c) Pinelands 1, NJ and (d) Pinelands 2, NJ. Best-fit linear
regression is shown as a dashed line and regression parameters are indicated on Table 4.2. 95%
confidence intervals are indicated by the thin black lines flanking the regression lines.

4.4. Discussion
4.4.1. Measurement consistency and precision
It is critical to have models developed from fine resolution θ data because natural
fluctuations in θ due to variability in gas phase volume occur over a similar range during
atmospheric pressure changes on the order of <5 kPa [e.g. Waddington et al., 2009,
Comas et al., 2011]. For example, our experiment varied θ under controlled conditions at
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intervals between 0.0015 m3 m-3 and 0.0025 m3 m-3, approximately an order of magnitude
smaller changes compared to previous studies that relied on drying to change water
content in peat samples [e.g. Nagare et al., 2011, Pepin et al., 1992]. Each of the
repeated measurements is plotted in Figure 4.6 (rather than the standard deviations) to
clearly demonstrate the high density of points measured in this work. Although we were
unable to measure the block using multiple antenna orientations (e.g. horizontal and
vertical) due to the network of braces on the outside of the sample holder, we expect the
changes we observed to be consistent throughout the sample based on the findings of
Slater and Comas [2007] who reported a high level of similarity among two sets of three
perpendicular lines crossing peat blocks with similar dimensions.

The RMS errors

calculated for each of our datasets (Table 4.2) is smaller than what has been reported in
TDR studies of θ on peat blocks (e.g., RMSE= 0.083, Kellner and Lundin [2001] and
RMSE= 0.053, Nagare et al., [2011]), likely due to our higher data density over a
smaller range of θ.

Previous peat θ calibrations done using TDR typically made εr measurements at a wide
range of θ (e.g. 0.2 m3 m-3 – 0.95 m3 m-3 [Pepin et al., 1992], 0 m3 m-3 – 0.8 m3 m-3
[Roth et al, 1992], 0.06 m3 m-3 – 0.80 m3 m-3 [Oleszczuk et al., 2004]). The range of
previously reported θ is larger than what we investigated (0.871 m3 m-3 – 0.948 m3 m-3),
however our results are important because of 1) the fine scale control on water content
variations that we achieved, 2) the relevance of this range to realistic in situ peat water
content variations associated with biogenic gases (e.g., 80 – 95%) [Boelter, 1968] and 3)
the use θ control method by pressurization that more realistically simulates in situ water
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content changes in peat soils associated with biogenic gas content than previous
desiccation approaches.

Although our image tracking data cannot be directly interpreted in terms of θ changes due
to the two-dimensional nature of the bubble area measurement, it is still notable that the
relative change in bubble size is consistent across all samples and that, as would be
expected [e.g. Kellner et al., 2005], there is clear trend of decreasing bubble size with
increasing θ and sample pressure (Figure 4.5). The linear relationship between the
contraction of the gas phase and the increase in θ of the peat samples (Figure 4.5(a))
confirms the soundness of the proposed method. The dispersion around the average slope
of the line is likely caused by differences in initial gas content across samples that would
result in different increases in θ for the same reduction in bubble size. On the other hand,
data in Figure 4.5(b) indicate that pressures greater than 50 kPa produced less than
proportional decreases in bubble area than lower pressures; thus suggesting that the
proposed method is most efficient in the range 0-50 kPa.

4.4.2. Relationship to existing measurements and models
We next compare our measurements of εr made noninvasively using GPR
instrumentation with similar measurements made using TDR.

Many authors have

calibrated TDR for θ in mineral soil [e.g. Topp et al., 1980] and organic soil [e.g. Pepin
et al., 1992; Kellner and Lundin, 2001; Nagare et al., 2011].

Additionally, the

multiphase mixing model, one where each material component is measured or estimated
rather than direct calibration, has been used in peatland studies for estimating water [e.g.
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Kellner and Lundin 2001] or gas content [e.g. Comas and Slater, 2007; Strack and
Mierau, 2010]. Although past models of θ versus εr have been second- and third-order
polynomials [e.g. Pepin et al., 1992, Kellner and Lundin, 2001], due to the range of θ
between 0.85 and 0.91 examined in this study we have instead fitted simpler linear
models as supported by the data (Figure 4.6). In Topp’s polynomial equation [Topp et
al., 1980] the θ −εr relation over this range of θ is nearly linear and examination of our
data confirms that the most straightforward and defensible approach to model the data in
our case is the y=ax+b form of linear regression. We present the higher-order polynomial
models of other authors for comparison purposes, however we have not made regression
fits to our data over a limited range of θ with this type of model because they can have
unpredictable characteristics outside of the data range.

An alternative to linear regression that we also utilized was a multiphase dielectric
mixing model variant of the Complex Refractive Index Model. The multiphase mixing
model has been utilized in TDR [e.g. Kellner and Lundin, 2001] and GPR [e.g. Comas
and Slater, 2007; Strack and Mierau, 2010] investigations of θ in peat soil.

For

comparison, Figure 4.7 shows predictions by the models of Topp et al., [1980], Kellner
and Lundin [2001] and Pepin et al., [1992] together with the multiphase mixing model as
previously used to estimate θ in peat by Comas et al., [2007] and Parsekian et al., [2010].
In addition to these models, our data is plotted (as also seen on Figure 4.7), along with
data from two samples measured using TDR by Kellner and Lundin [2001].
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Figure 4.7 All peat data sets from this experiment plotted with selected data from Kellner and
Lundin [2001] for comparison. Inset shows relation of data from this experiment to examples of
existing models developed for peat. Empirical models from various sources as noted are reported
and the multiphase mixing model is detailed within the text.

As per the results of Kellner and Lundin [2001], each of our samples follows a slope
within the same order of magnitude, however there are differences in where that trend
falls on the water content axis. Most notably, the data from Caribou Bog falls within a
similar range of εr but at higher θ than our other three samples. As previously reported,
the Topp equation [Topp et al., 1980] is not optimal for describing the θ of organic soil
[e.g. Lange et al., 2008], however our data fall close to several of the models developed
specifically for this purpose [e.g. Kellner and Lundin, 2001; Pepin et al., 1992]. As can
been seen in Figure 4.7, the multiphase mixing model with a traditional α=0.35 fitting
factor predicts εr well for the Pinelands 1 sample, but not well for the Caribou Bog
sample. Additional analysis of the effect of the α fitting factor is included below.

4.4.3. Contrasting dielectric response
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Based on the observed differences in dielectric response of each sample, it would be
inappropriate to fit one model to all datasets, thus why we have chosen to describe each
peat sample separately using linear regression. This is similar to Nagare et al., [2011]
who found that the RMS error increased to an unacceptable level when attempting to fit
data from distinctly different peat samples to one model and consequently presented
models using sample-specific parameters.

Figure 4.8 Multiphase mixing model (eq. (4.3)) optimized for each sample based on known
porosity and assumed values of εr together with calibrated α fitting factor. All model parameters
are constant for each of the four models except α (as indicated with arrows) and porosity (as
indicated in Table 4.1). Linear model parameters and residuals are listed in Table 4.2.

A fitting factor of α=0.35 in the dielectric mixing model is commonly used for peat [e.g.
Kellner and Lundin, 2001; Comas et al., 2005], however this value may be refined by
calibration. Unlike the polynomial models, the mixing model is more predictable beyond
the range of the observed data and is therefore useful in our particular circumstances.
Similar to Kellner and Lundin [2001], we found that optimizing the α fitting factor to
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minimize the residual between the data and the multiphase mixing model while utilizing
site specific porosity values results in curves that fit each dataset better than a generalized
fitting factor (Figure 4.8). Like the linear models, the residuals of the multiphase mixing
model to the data were found to be normally distributed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
goodness of fit test. These optimized multiphase mixing models have AIC values that are
larger than their respective linear regression AIC values, except for the Sturgeon River
Bog values that are nearly equal, indicating that the multiphase mixing model fits our
data less well than the linear regression (Table 4.2). The difference between the AIC
values is more important than the values themselves and relatively smaller (or more
negative) numbers indicate a better model choice [Sakamoto et al., 1986]. We expect that
neither model was preferable for the Sturgeon River Bog sample due to the relatively
lower number of data points compared to the other datasets similar to what was observed
by Yu et al., [1997].

This fitting factor optimization makes the assumption that the εr(s) is uniform across all
samples, although this may not be the case. Sample-specific measurements of εr(s) were
not possible within the scope of this study. It is also notable that the optimization
approach was successful at improving the model fit when applied to εr(s). When
attempting to optimize the model using εr(s), the norms of the residuals were two to five
times larger than when using the α optimization and three to six times larger than the
norms of the residuals of the linear fit. This indicates that it is not possible to account for
the variability in the curve shape between samples by varying the permittivity of the solid
particle fraction therefore supporting the idea that structural arrangement (i.e. as
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accounted for by α) is probably responsible for the differences in dielectric response
between samples.

Although it is clear that there is some dependence of the θ - εr relationship on the peat
soil sample, it remains uncertain what peat property drives the variability. We speculate
that the orientation of the peat structure may be responsible for some of this variation
because alteration of the α fitting factor in the multiphase mixing model (the term that
accounts for the orientation of electromagnetic waves to the soil particles) can reduce the
residuals relative to a standard fitting factor for peat (α=0.35) [Kellner and Lundin 2001].
Even though there are differences in the peat properties (Table 4.1) none of these
measurements points conclusively to an explanation.

We attempted to identify

connections between α and bulk density, degree of humification and porosity, though no
statistically significant relationships were present for any of these parameters when using
data from this study combined with values reported in Kellner and Lundin [2001]. The
dependence of α on the peat structure could be tested in a future study by characterizing
the structure of peat samples in detail (e.g. using x-ray computed tomography [Kettridge
and Binley, 2008]) and determining the dielectric permittivity as a function of θ using our
methodology on those same samples and quantitatively evaluating the relationship to
structure.
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Figure 4.9 The observed relationship between porosity and the a slope parameter of the linear
model.

There is some indication that a relationship exists between porosity and the a slope term
of the linear regression function (Figure 4.9) where higher porosity values will have a
higher slope of the regression.

The high coefficient of determination (R2=0.98) is

encouraging, however we acknowledge that a small number of samples (n=4) does not
allow for a conclusive regression relationship to be presented.

4.4.4. Estimated gas content
Our study has made measurements under conditions simulating the natural process of
bubble expansion and compression that is believed to regulate gas content in shallow peat
soils. As has been previously demonstrated in the field, we have observed reductions in
bubble volume (i.e. increases in θ) with increasing pressure (Figure 4.5) [e.g. Waddington
et al., 2009]. The maximum gas content estimate value for each sample (Figure 4.10)
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represents gas present in the sample at the start of the experiment that we assume to be
somewhat representative of natural conditions.

Figure 4.10 All samples shown in terms of permittivity as a function of gas content (vgas).
Equations describing the models fit to these lines are provided in Table 4.3. ◊ Caribou Bog, ME ☐
Sturgeon River, MN ❍ Pinelands 1, NJ and Δ Pinelands 2, NJ.

Volumetric estimates for the Sturgeon River sample of ~4% fall within the range of
previous estimates from nearby Red Lake peatland of 3-10% [Rosenberry et al., 2003].
Similarly, our sample from Caribou Bog was measured to have ~4% gas content before
pressurization, again within the range observed in a previous study in Caribou bog that
noted 3.5-12% gas content over the course of a summer season [Comas et al., 2008]. No
previous known studies of gas content in New Jersey peat are available for comparison,
however deeper peat (assumed to be highly humified like the pinelands samples) in
northern peatlands has been studied [e.g. Strack and Mierau 2010; Parsekian et al., 2010]
and gas content estimates are generally found to be greater than 7% at depth, with the
exception of mineratrophic fen sites that generally have less than 7% gas content, being
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more similar to the Pinelands samples that have an estimated ~3.9% gas content. All of
our results fall within the expected range of gas content observed in other near surface
peat samples of about 0 - 15% [e.g. Waddington et al., 2009].

Table 4.3 Parameters a and b complete the equation vgas=aεr+b equal to the linear regression fit to
each dataset relating εr and gas content in Figure 4.10.

Well-understood models are critical for improving estimates of gas content from
peatlands. Accurate gas content estimates in the field are highly desirable and a field
calibration method would therefore be preferred. Many recent studies utilize generalized
models that could be improved upon to enhance understanding of critical gas generation,
accumulation and release processes [e.g. Comas and Slater 2007; Waddington et al.,
2009; Strack and Mierau 2010; Parsekian et al., 2010]. The results of our investigation
are fundamentally in terms of water content, however simply subtracting the water
content from the measured porosity results in a useful relationship between volumetric
gas content (vgas) and εr (Figure 4.10). When we consider the models in terms of gas
content, the 95% confidence intervals for gas volume were between 0.22% and 0.45%
(not shown to retain clarity of the figure) - smaller than previously reported uncertainty in
gas estimates from TDR studies of ±1% [e.g. Kellner et al., 2005]. Figure 4.10 suggests
that highly accurate gas content determinations require site-specific instrument
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calibration, however a generalized model would likely be acceptable for percent-level
estimates.

When using the multiphase mixing model without a calibrated fitting

parameter, the uncertainty may increase. For example, using a porosity of ϕ=0.948, the
mean of our measured values, and our range of calibrated α from 0.1 to 0.36, the model
uncertainty is calculated to be between ±1.5% and ±2.5% estimated gas content for water
content between 0.85 and 0.948 with higher uncertainty for higher gas content.

4.4.5. Remaining questions
We speculate that important information could be gained by extending our datasets
further into a lower θ range. Although the range of θ we explored is within what is
expected to be found in natural conditions associated with biogenic gases, several studies
have reported gas content up to ~25% meaning that a complete understanding of
dielectric properties to below θ = 0.75 m3m-3 is needed. This could potentially be
accomplished by combining the positive pressurization approach utilized in our
experiment to decrease gas volume with geophysical measurements made under negative
pressurization where the sample is put under vacuum to increase the gas volume.

4.5. Conclusions
This study has implemented a new approach for varying water content on extracted peat
monoliths to calibrate dielectric measurement using GPR. The pressurized sample holder
method we utilized, inspired by observations of in situ gas volume being related to
atmospheric pressure changes, was designed to simulate a natural distribution of pore
water within the peat while still allowing for experimental variations. We have confirmed
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through calibration that GPR is an effective tool for investigating water content in peat
soils, producing accurate results that are comparable with TDR measurements made in
previous studies. We have described models that could be used to estimate water content
on similar samples in the future. Our findings suggest that variations between dielectric
instrument response on different samples may be attributable to a varying peat structure
and orientation as demonstrated by optimizing the fitting parameters in the multiphase
mixing model. We have also presented a set of models that could be used to determine
gas content using GPR within the range of gas content expected in near-surface peat and
that we have achieved a lower level of uncertainty than previous studies utilizing TDR.
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5. Chapter 5: Conclusions
5.1. Primary scientific findings
The results of the field studies produced evidence of variability in free-phase gas content
between 0%-25% in various peat landforms. Additionally, the geophysical data indicates
that gas is distributed heterogeneously vertically within the peat column in some
locations that could not be explained by changes in porosity alone, likely due to the
presence of variable peat structure that traps bubbles in place.

Spatially dense data

revealed large changes in gas content of ~20% by volume over relatively short distances
of < 100 m coincident with sharp transitions between surface vegetation community. The
field research has provided new evidence to validate certain conceptual models of gas
distribution in the peat column including models that include gas trapping layers and
deep accumulations of high gas concentration. Laboratory studies revealed optimized
models for converting dielectric properties to gas content estimates that may yield model
uncertainties as below ±1% gas content. If the fitting parameter is unknown, the model
uncertainty may rise to between ±1.5% and ±2.5% gas content, with higher uncertainties
at higher gas content.

These models strongly suggest that the structural orientation of

peat particles plays a role in determining bulk dielectric properties.

These findings are significant because they improve understanding of how much gas can
be expected to naturally occur in the subsurface and where this gas is likely to be present
in high quantities in order to inform models of carbon cycling through peatlands. The
methods and tools employed herein will help to improve the accuracy of future studies in
peatland geophysics and more broadly in the field of peatland science.
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5.2. Technical contributions
In addition to contributing new scientific knowledge, this research has yielded several
technical components that may help to improve future research efforts.

The first

contribution is the implementation of statistically supported interval velocity models as a
function of depth. Previous multiple offset GPR studies in peatlands had not resolved
specific zones of elevated gas accumulation and statistical constraint of multiple offset
measurements in general is rare. The examples provided in this dissertation may serve as
a guide for future applications of these methods in peatlands.

A second technical

contribution is the pressurized water content control system for peat samples. As detailed
in Chapter 4, the traditional desiccation-based method for varying water content is
suboptimal for peat as this soil may dry unevenly and changes size and shape as it dries.
The pressure-based system is a significant improvement that holds the distribution of
water in the sample in a less disturbed state and water content can be controlled by
simulating the changes in atmospheric pressure that occur naturally. The third technical
contribution is the invention of the deep gas sampler. This inexpensive and simple
device allowed for sampling of gas at depths over 2 m – a depth not previously sampled and could theoretically be extended to even deeper intervals of peat.
5.3. Recommendations for future work
Given the state of the science at the completion of these three research projects and
investigations done by other researchers in parallel, a number of questions remain to be
answered and many new questions have developed.

Broadly, the future integration of

the field techniques utilized here in a time lapse sense is critical for resolving gas flux
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within the peat and from the ground to the atmosphere. For example, a time lapse
estimate of gas content was preformed with multiple offset GPR at one location in
Caribou Bog, ME that yielded valuable insight into seasonal gas content changes [Comas
et al., 2007]. However, knowing now that there is variability in gas content as a function
of peat landform, and having a clear understanding of interval velocity modeling, it
would be very interesting to employ a time-lapse methodology at multiple distinct peat
landforms and analyze several vertical zones of the peat. Additionally, combining the
geophysical measurements with gas sampling may help to make the connection between
changes in subsurface gas volumes and gas emissions more clear.

Although gas chemistry was only peripheral to this research topic, the methane
concentration data acquired from subsurface gas samples was intriguing. There is some
uncertainty about how concentrations in excess of 70% methane (Table 3.4) would be
observed in the Glacial Lake Agassiz Peatlands. Additionally, unpublished data from
Caribou Bog indicate ~50% methane content at that peatland suggesting that there could
in fact unexplained variability in subsurface free-phase methane concentrations.
Understanding subsurface methane concentration fully is critical to calculating
greenhouse gas emissions from peatlands. Future research may elect to utilize the deep
gas sampler (Figure 3.3) to acquire gas samples from a variety of landforms or over a
large area and utilize geophysical measurements to estimate subsurface gas volume as
supporting data.
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Geophysically focused research could utilize powerful common offset and multiple offset
forward modeling routines to better analyze ground-penetrating radar results. Through
the course of analyzing the data in this dissertation, many data anomalies were observed
in multiple offset radargrams that could not be readily explained as common signal
responses (i.e. diffraction, refraction, etc.). Due to the somewhat abstract nature of this
data acquisition mode, models may illuminate the source of otherwise confounding
signals. Similarly, modeling the results of multiple offset interpretation in a quasiinversion mode may help to support the validity of certain one-dimensional models that
suggest exceptionally high gas content.

The multiple frequency integrated velocity

model approach (Figure 3.5) suited the needs of that study, however there is certainly the
possibility to acquire additional datasets with the specific purpose of validating this
method.

Using additional antenna frequencies and controlled conditions with high

quality ground truth information may validate this approach more completely than was
possible in the constraints of the study in Chapter 3. Investigations into the α fitting
parameter would be valuable, particularly a quantification of peat structure using x-ray
CT to conclusively determine if the variability encountered in Chapter 4 is in fact a result
of structural differences in the peat.

Finally, preliminary unpublished results from

investigations in the Glacial Lake Agassiz Peatland indicate that frozen peat may behave
as a dispersive waveguide. Simple validation measurements of frozen peat thickness may
validate this hypothesis and improve understanding of the physical properties of frozen
peat properties.
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